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Abstrat

The ability to predit a material's performane while being subjet to omplex

thermo-mehanial proessing is of great importane for material design and imple-

mentation in the real world. A material's behavior and performane has been shown to

depend on its underlying mirostruture. Reent advanes in x-ray-based harateri-

zation of bulk mirostrutures while in servie has lead to validation and onstraints of

models used for preditive responses. Spei�ally the use of Near-Field High Energy

X-ray Di�ration Mirosopy (nf-HEDM) with Forward Modeling Method (FMM) to

obtain spatially-resolved mirostrutures and mirotextures has been a break-through

in fully haraterizing bulk metals in-situ. New advaned data proessing methods

have been applied to nf-HEDM di�ration images to assist in �delity of mirostruture

reonstrutions returned via the FMM. Here we present the development and results

of one study of pure Zironium as it is subjeted to several states of uni-axial loading.

The loal feature traking, inluding tensile twin nuleation and void formation, as

well as global evolution is disussed.
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RSS values for a single slip diretion and planes. (b) is an IPF of RSS

values for all FCC slip systems, slip in the <11̄0> diretion and on

{111} planes (denoted {111}<11̄0>). Note the 24 opies of symmetri
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Chapter 1

Introdution

The following brief introdution hapter is meant to motivate the bulk of the work

presented here. The purpose is to broadly and brie�y explain

1. why metals researh is important

2. why mirostruture researh is neessary

3. ways in whih mirostrutures are studied

3a. Near Field High Energy Di�ration Mirosopy tehnique spei�ally

4. why plastiity is studied

5. and why spei�ally zironium is interesting to study

Researh into development of new next-generation metals requires a on�uene

of theory, simulation, experimentation, and haraterization in understanding about

metal properties so as to predit and ontrol their behavior. Spei�ally, interest in

strutural materials has widespread industrial support through researh and develop-

ment. The study of metallurgy and material siene has attempted to math physial

phenomenology with physis-based models to explain material behavior. The earliest

uses of alloys was driven by observation. Even now some materials researh is driven

by phenomenology with models attempting to predit observed material behavior.

Materials researh is urrently seeing validation and extintion of theoretial models

through advaned experimental methods. It is only through the merging of simula-

tion and experiment that the preditive apability of these models an be fully be

employed. Improvement in funtionality of everyday metals an only ome through

researh whih is exatly why so many people study metals.

People depend and rely on strutural materials onstantly. The hair you sit in,

the ar you ride in, and the building you work in, to name a few examples, rely on

the strutural properties of metals to perform their intended funtion. Polyrystalline
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materials are ones whih are omposed of many rystals (or grains) eah with di�er-

ent orientations and sizes. The way in whih this ensemble of individual rystals,

de�ned as a mirostruture, responds to stimuli has been shown to depend on the

mirostruture itself. Single rystal properties are routinely studied; however, the

reason there is onsiderable interest in mirostruture siene is that the polyrystal

does not behave as exatly like the sum of its parts. This tells us that the omposition

of materials to de�ne their properties is important, but their mirostruture annot

be negleted. The proessing of metals, so-all �heat and beat� is done in spei�

presribed ways to obtain desired mirostruture properties (grain size, disloation

ontent, alloy ontent, texture, et) that equate to desired marosopi properties.

Until reently mirostruture study was limited by the apability to haraterize

them. New haraterization tehnique have allowed for probing how material proper-

ties are dependent on mirostruture. Initial mirostruture siene involved simple

optial mirosopy to see grain struture and shape on surfaes. Tehniques suh

as sanning eletron mirosopy (SEM), transmission eletron mirosope (TEM),

and atomi fore mirosope (AFM) have allowed for more higher spatial resolution

resolution studies of mirostrutures.

Orientation imagingmirosopy (OIM), the ability to resolve the grain orientations

in a mirostruture, has only very reently been applied to the TEM and SEM. TEM-

OIM is onerned with determining the orientation of very small mirostrutures(nm
sized grain, µm2

sized samples) thin �lm. Eletron bak-satter di�ration (EBSD-

OIM) in the SEM is slightly lower spatial resolution on a sample surfae (100nm
and larger sized grains, ∼ 1mm2

sized surfaes). The former involves di�ration

pattern through transmission, and the latter with surfae bak-sattered di�ration

to determine rystal orientation. These tehniques are extremely useful at revealing

the grain struture and network. However, they lak the ability to probe the dynamis

of grains in the bulk.

Even more reently, x-ray and neutron di�ration tehniques have allowed for

probing non-destrutively in the bulk of polyrystalline materials. Neutron di�ra-

tion, due to large wavelength of inident beam of neutrons, laks the ability to spa-

tially resolve the grain struture. It is able to perform texture measurements on

extremely large samples (∼ m). Neutron di�ration an observe texture evolution of

samples without resolving the orientation of individual grains.

In the past ten years, several synhrotron-based x-ray tehniques have been de-

veloped whih take advantage of the ability of hard x-rays to penetrate bulk sam-

ples non-destrutively to probe the grain struture. These tehniques inlude Three-

Dimensional X-ray Di�ration Mirosopy (3D-XRD), Di�erential Aperture X-ray

Mirosopy (DAXM), Di�ration Contrast Tomography (DCT), and Far-Field High

Energy Di�rationMirosopy (�-HEDM). These tehniques operate a di�erent length

sales to allow for 3D probing of a sample volume non-destrutively. These hara-

terization probes while still in their infany, have the apability to measure the un-

derlying grain struture of a material while performing dynamial experiments. As
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they ontinue to develop, they should be able to onstrain material models while

omplementing other material haraterization methods.

Another synhrotron x-ray tehnique developed for studying mirostrutures is

Near-Field High Energy Di�ration Mirosopy (nf-HEDM). It is a rotating rystal

method using a monohromati planar foused x-ray beam whih utilizes a series

of small (∼ 5− 10) detetor-plane-to-rotation-axis distane. A sample plane is de-

�ned by the plane of the beam. The sample is rotated to bring rystals into Bragg

di�ration onditions whih is olleted on the CCD amera through a series of small

angular integration step. Samples are typially (∼ 1mm) due to the penetration

depth of high energy x-rays (50�100keV). A typial sample plane is measured, the

sample is translated perpendiular to the beam plane, and suessive planes (or lay-

ers) are measured. Coupled with the Forward Modeling Method, nf-HEDM is able to

produe layers of spatially-resolved orientation maps at a resolution of ∼ 1µm. The

author has been intimately involved in its development and will fous on its reent

development in the oming hapters (see Chapter 2).

One important study of strutural materials is plastiity whih is the phenomena

when a material fails to return bak to its original shape after fores are released. To

the physiist, this is what happens when one goes beyond the limit where Hooke's

Law applies. Plasti deformation is a permanent hange in the lattie whereas elas-

ti deformation is ompletely reversible. Preventing and ontrolling the on-set of

plasti deformation is one important goal of strutural materials researh. The re-

ently developed x-ray tehniques inluding nf-HEDM have the ability to measure

mirostrutures at the on-set of plasti deformation. Chapter 3 desribes one exper-

iment whih demonstrates the apability and sensitivity of studying 3D deformation

using nf-HEDM.

The deformation experiment involves a series of uni-axial strain measurements of

a zironium mirostruture non-destrutively with nf-HEDM. Zironium is studied

beause it is a model hexagonal lose-paked (HCP) struture, exhibits strong rystal

anisotropy, and has engineering appliability in the nulear industry. Observing HCP

deformation mehanisms in the bulk, spatially-resolved, and in 3D, will represent a

�rst ever insight into how di�erent bulk plasti deformation is to surfae deformation.

Comparison with simulation will be performed.

In the following hapters, fous will be plaed on advanes in the nf-HEDM teh-

nique and initial sienti� output from this developing tehnique. One signi�ant

ontribution to the advanement of the nf-HEDM tehnique will be disussed. The

uni-axial zironium strain experiment will be desribed in detail.
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Chapter 2

Experimental Data and Image

Proessing

2.1 Introdution

The advent of the CCD amera and digital imaging has allowed for unpreedented

speed in data olletion. The term �data� here an span a range from personal piture

taking to surveillane data to sienti� signal apture. In some ases, the image itself

is the �nal step in the hain of data handling. In the ase of experimental sienes, the

images olleted generally hold some signal whih needs to be extrated. The image,

or digital signal, is segmented aordingly to obtain whatever information it holds.

The image is the beginning (or perhaps intermediate) step in a hain of proessing

meant to extrat something meaningful about what is being studied.

This data pipeline �ow with image proessing as one of the initial steps requires

robust proessing. Without reliability at this stage, all results from here are jeop-

ardized. At all osts, one wants to avoid the "garbage in, garbage out" [1℄ problem

when dealing with 2D and 3D images. When months or even years worth of analysis

might be invested into a single piee of data, initial handling should be done with

are. Generally this type of analysis has been negleted by sientists who are unom-

fortable or untrained in simple segmentation tehniques. They naively hope that the

e�et will not hange the results.

Aess to higher quality image proessing algorithms have been bene�ial to

the proessing pipeline of near-�eld High Energy X-ray Di�ration Mirosopy (nf-

HEDM). The writer pessimistially sees many ways in whih a nf-HEDM dataset an

be orrupted. At the �rst stage, poor sample handling or hoosing is where things an

go wrong immediately and potentially never reovered even after months of time and

e�ort are put in. If a high aliber sample is hosen, a poor or inexperiened Advaned

Photon Soure (APS) user ould potentially ollet terabytes (TBs) of unanalyzable

data. At this point if everything has been done in a satisfatory way, simply put all

that exists is a large stak of images with spots. At the urrent olletion rate in a
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given week of beamtime at the APS, roughly 1 million nf-HEDM experimental images

an be aptured leading to potentially 10 TBs of spot data.

Images are segmented a into olletion of pixels representing a spot. The spots are

ataloged and then input into FMM reonstrution algorithm. This step serves to se-

let di�ration signal and �lter out the rest. For this experiment, image segmentation

serves as the �rst step in digital proessing.

Eah spot in the images orresponds to a part of the sample satisfying a Bragg

di�ration ondition. Colletions of intensity oming from regions with the same ori-

entation (grains) will projet onto the amera giving a ross-setional projetion of

the grain. These projetions will tend to appear rushed or ontrated vertially de-

pending on whih (hkl) rystal plane is di�rating. If put another way, the projetion

and loation of the spot is a funtion of 2θ whih by Bragg's law is a funtion of the

rystal lattie itself and the X-ray beam energy. As a simple ase, imagine a irular

grain of diameter, d, inoming beam suh that k̂i = ẑ, xy-plane being the detetor

plane, and k̂f ompletely in the zy-plane. See �gure 2.1 for a visual shemati . From

the viewpoint of the zy-plane, the diameter of the grain as seen in the y-diretion is

redued to d× tan(2θ). However in the xy-plane the grain dimensions are still d. The
grain with originally irular ross-setion is projeted on the detetor plane as an

ellipse with eentriy,

e =

√

1− (
b

a
)2

=

√

1− (
dsin(2θ)

d
)2

=
√

1− sin2(2θ)

e = cos(2θ) (2.1)

In this ase, small-angle sattered (low | ~Q|) will appear as high aspet-ratio ellipses on

the detetor. As {2θ, | ~Q|, (hkl)} all inrease, eentriity dereases and the projetion
of the irular grain appears more like a irle. Due to the saling of shape along the

y-diretion by tan(2θ), shape sensitivity along this dimension su�ers by a fator of

1
tan(2θ)

. As 2θ beomes large, the x- and y-dimensions beome ommensurate. More

aurate shape information an be obtained from these projetions at the expense of

intensity dereasing as funtion of | ~Q|. See �gure 2.2 for experimental images of a

irular ross-setion grain.

In nf-HEDM, the 3mm x 3mm detetor lies about 5mm downstream of the rotation

axis. This e�etively limits the observable di�ration 2θ suh that 2θ ≤ 30◦. For

2θ = 30◦, 1
tan(2θ)

= 1.73 represents the smallest ompression fator for di�rated spots.

Clearly the information density in the vertial and horizontal dimension of detetor

data in this on�guration are not equal and should not be treated equally.

While information ompression is one important aspet to onsider when handling

nf-HEDM images, another onerns ontaminating experimental e�ets. One of the
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) and (b) represent a shemati of the geometry of a irular grain

and its di�rated projetion on the amera. (a) orresponds to 2θ = 10◦ and (b)

orresponds to 2θ = 20◦

(a)
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Figure 2.2: (b) and () are raw experimental Bragg peaks emanating from the boxed

grain in (a). The grain here is roughly irular in this ross-setion with a diameter

of ∼ 50µm. (b) orresponds to a 2θ of about 8.5◦, and () orresponds to 12.2◦. Note
the broader vertial extent of () ompared with (b).

most notieable of these e�ets is the broadening of peaks in the detetor plane due

to the �nite thikness of the sintillating material. Experimental di�ration peaks

appear broader in detetor spae, and their intensity pro�les drop o� gradually. The

peaks appear to have a shadow that an extend further than the atual peak size. This

widening of peaks is more dramati as the intensity of the partiular di�rated peak
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inreases. High intensity peaks will not a�et their signal detetion but will e�et

those nearby. Sine these kinds of e�ets are peak dependent, they will not show

up in any systemati way whih is why they are deemed random errors. Uniform

bakground subtration will not help remove them.
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Figure 2.3: Presented here are two peaks from the same image, one of high intensity

(a) and the other of low intensity (b). Note the intensity shadow present in (a) and

absene in (b). 2.3() and 2.3(d) represent a single vertial intensity pro�le of these

peaks. Intensity sales are muh di�erent for these separate �gures.

This problem is further ompliated by the fat that for a given image, high

intensity sattered peaks an inhabit the same region of the detetor as a low intensity

peaks. The higher intensity peak has the potential to ompletely overwhelm the lower

intensity peak and potentially be missed by segmentation routines. Separating these

two peaks beomes more di�ult the loser they are spatially on the detetor and

the larger the di�erene between their relative intensities. The experimental peak

blooming generates a shoulder allowing for the olletion of peaks to be merged into

a singly ategorized peak de�ned by the strongest peak intensity. The arhipelago of

peaks is lassi�ed as a single peak and muh of the information of the weaker peaks

is omprimised or lost. Corretions for these types of experimental but preditable

errors need to be taken into aount when proessing experimental signals.
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Other fators to onsider when handling near-�eld images inlude material sym-

metry, grain size, and deformation level whih all ontribute to the number of peaks

per image and onsequently their likelyhood of overlap. Simply put, there is no single

prefered way to handle signal aptured from the nf-HEDM experiments. In general,

there are no preferred segmentation algorithms that �t all problems best. Conversely

the optimized algorithm whih best suits one dataset might perform miserably when

applied to even a similar dataset. Being able to de�ne the general working spae of

a problem allows for the best tuneability of algorithm that is both robust and broad

for a given problem. Inorporating ommon features of all olleted data into pro-

essing algorithms will improve how well segmentation of near-�eld images proeeds

but will not neessarily be fully-optimized for the spei� dataset at-hand. This ne-

essity to optimize is redued by the fat that the Forward Modeling Method [2, 3℄

reonstrution is robust and less sensitive to image redution routines as other poly-

rystalline x-ray reonstrution algorithms [4, 5, 6℄. Still higher quality experimental

inputs to the FMM will result in more detailed mirostrutural features that an be

studied. Ideally optimal data proessing algorithms would be produed for every ol-

leted dataset, however given the neglet in this area altogether, a generi approah is

presented whih is more robust, highly adaptable, and with higher throughput than

previously used methods for nf-HEDM image proessing.

The ase for developing a robust, adaptable, and high throughput nf-HEDM im-

age proessing algorithm omes naturally from the fat that suh large datsets are

produed readily from samples with very di�erent mirostrutural harater. One

needs to be fairly on�dent that given algorithms will work given potentially drasti-

ally di�erent sample types and able to have results quikly so as not to slow down

the data pipeline. Having high quality, quikly obtained, results from the near-�eld

experiments allows for more time spent on sienti� disovery and less on fundamental

tehnique development.

2.2 Original peak extration method

Until reently, little attention was paid to the subjet of image segmentation as applied

to nf-HEDM. Most of this was due to lak of resoures and a fous on developing other

aspets of the tehnique. As the nf-HEDM tehnique began to mature, some neessary

ompenents were reassessed. Initially the original method of image segmentation

worked adequately. Initially omponents of the nf-HEDM analysis were funtional but

not optimal, and no single omponent of the nf-HEDM tehnique ould be ompletely

removed from the others for systemati study. As the tehnique developed, failings

of spei� omponents ould be assessed independently. This led to the inevitable

removal of the original image segmentation method.

nf-HEDM data olletion an be desribed generially as a rotating rystal method

[7℄ experiment. A polyrystalline sample is exposed to a planar monohromati X-

ray beam. A amera ollets di�ration patterns as the sample is rotated in small
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rotation intervals (typially δω = 1◦). Di�ration images tagged by rotation interval

de�ne reiproal spae mapping of eah of the Bragg di�rations emanating from

rystal planes. Typially 180 ontiguous intervals are olleted at a single rotation-

axis-to-detetor distane (∼ 5mm). The detetor is then translated downstream a

few mm, and the same 180 interval measurement is repeated. The sample an then

be translated vertially and another slie measurement made in the same way. Sine

many images are olleted, a single pixel on the detetor an be desribed by more

than its physial loation. One ould speify it via P(S,z,L,ω,x,y) where S is the

sample investigated, z is the measured layer, L spei�es the detetor plane, ω spei�es

the rotation interval, and x & y are the loation on the amera. While smaller

individual rotation intervals are urrently being used in some experimental setups

with total number of intervals ompensating to obtain a omplete 180

◦
sweep, we will

heneforth all the olletion of intervals for a omplete 180

◦
sweep at �xed detetor

distane, measured layer, and sample as �single detetor distane.�

Before proessing of di�ration images proeeds, a simple bakground subtration

method is employed. A simulated bakground image is generated from the olletion

of intervals in a single detetor distane. The median value of eah (x,y) pixel po-

sition in the image aross the entire interval de�ning the single detetor distane is

assigned bak to that (x,y) pixel position in the simulated bakground image, de�ned

in the algorithm 1. Simply put, the bakground image is purely a median image

aross the interval diretion for a given single detetor distane. Eah image in this

interval will then have the bakground image subtrated, removing the spatially-

varying but ω-independent portion unrelated to the di�ration measurement. These

onstant bakground ounts are due to beam-blok absorption and emission, beam-

blok di�ration, sintillator imperfetions, detetor eletroni noise, ambient light,

et. Sine these omponents are stable during the sample rotation, their ontribution

to bakground an reasonably be assumed to be onstant. The median �lter ignored

high intensities due to sample di�ration as log as these are not spread over a large

fration of the ω range.

Algorithm 1 Bakground reation

for i = 1; i ≤ nX ; i++ do

for j = 1; j ≤ nY ; j ++ do

Bkg[i℄[j℄ = median( P(S,z,L,[ωstart → ωstop℄,i,j);

end for

end for

Segmentation of individual images proeeds after bakground removal. The origi-

nal method used an be lassi�ed as a luster-based image thresholding segmentation

tehnique [8℄. For eah image in a detetor distane, eah bakground-subtrated

image is subjeted to a 3x3 spatial median-�lter smoothing operation. A small, ∼ 5

ount = 2σ , amount is further removed whih typially orresponds to the �utu-

ation in pixel ount around its average. The dynami range of the urrent detetor
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is a 12-bit CCD amera with range from 0 to 4095. At this point, this image is

binarized labeling pixels above 0 as lit (1), and the rest as bakground (0). Spatially-

onneted lusters of lit pixels are assigned unique labels. Of the pixels in eah luster,

thresholding by some fator of the luster maximum intensity is performed leaving

only those pixels above the spei�ed threshold. The value typially used ranges from

0.02 → 0.25 with 0.25 being a more restritive redution parameter. The remain-

ing pixels are written out as a list giving loation (x, y), intensity, and luster ID.

See algorithm 2 for implementation details. This method is onsidered one of the

simplest methods of image segmentation and generally ours as the �rst example of

segmentation in standard image proessing textbooks [9℄.

Algorithm 2 Image segmentation

nBaseSub = 2σ;
fThreshPerent = 0.10;

for i = ωstart; i ≤ ωstop; i++ do

Imsub = Imi - Bkg;

Imbase = Imsub - nBaseSub;

bIm = Imbase > 0;

vListClusters = ConnetedComp( bIm );

vAeptedPixels = [℄;

for j = 1; j ≤ nNumberOfClusters; j ++ do

nThreshVal = fThreshPerent * max( vListClusters[j℄.Pixel[:℄ );

for k = 1; k ≤ vListClusters[j].P ixel.length(); k ++ do

if vListClusters[j℄.Pixel[k℄.Intensity > nThreshVal then

vAeptPixels.Add( vListClusters[j℄.Pixel[k℄.{x, y, Intensity, ID} );

end if

end for

end for

WriteToFile( vAeptedPixels );

end for

A list of above threshold pixels is generated for eah image olleted experimen-

tally. Depending on a lot of di�erent fators (sample size, sample symmetry, grain

size, single rotation interval sizes, deformation level), the images produed will vary

in how sparse or dense they are in spot data resulting in aordingly small or large

pixel lists returned. Even in ases of abundant numbers of spots, list data will at its

largest size still take up less than 10% that of full image data. This is one reason for

proessing the nf-HEDM images and why these lists are ommonly referred to as �re-

dued data�. For an single image whih is typially 8MB, its redued data an range

from 40kb → 800kb. This algorithm was originally implemented in Matlab by former

researh group member S.F. Li (following earlier work by C. Xiao and D. Hennessy)

with proessing of images taking varying amounts of time to proess depending on

the sample harater.
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As illustration, see �gures in 2.4 for visual examples of the data proessing pipeline.

The two examples provided here inlude an image with relatively sparse spot popula-

tion from a 30µm diameter gold wire, and another with more dense spot population

from a ∼ 1mm diameter zironium wire. Clearly the segmentation does well in both

ases when omparing segmented redued image with the raw image. The ourrane

of aidental overlapping or onneting peaks is muh less frequent in the gold ase

beause the number of peaks is muh smaller. Figure 2.4(e) is not an example of a

severally overlapping peak ase, but merely a demonstration of the variety of om-

plexity of olleted images. A more extreme ase would required more attention to

loal image features rather than omplete images shown.
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Figure 2.4: (a) shows the raw nf-HEDM image from a single interval of 30µm diamter

Au wire. (b) shows the same image after bakground subtration and median �ltering.

() shows the image after binarization and onneted omponent labeling. Distint

olors represent uniquely labeled spots or peaks. (d) shows the bakground subtrated

image overlayed with red dots for every point whih is part of the redued data. (e)-

(h) represents a similar data�ow for a ∼ 1mm diameter Zr sample.

This image analysis method survived for many years by being su�ent at the early

stages of development for nf-HEDM. Initially many of the omponents for the mea-

surement and analysis were onstruted in an ad-ho way beause of the neessity of

having them in plae. The number of samples measured, diversity of sample harater,

and overall number of slies measured per sample greatly inreased when experimen-

tal proeedures improved and data reonstrution beame more reliable. Only when

reonstrution of simple materials ould be veri�ed and produed quikly were more

omplex measurements undertaken. These more extreme ases showed the robustness

of the tehnique, but learly showed the failing of the image proessing to that point.

Data is now being olleted at a more rapid pae with more omplexity. Data olle-

tion went from O(100Gb/year) to O(5Tb/year). From an engineering standpoint, the
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50x inrease in raw data alled for faster data proessing whih is later aomplished

via ode porting and parallelization, the more omplex samples measured required the

proessing to be highly adaptable to varying di�ration patterns, and the reognition

of this method's failure modes required more robust handling of images.

2.3 Motivating a new approah

The main reason for robust orientation reonstrution from the Forward Modeling

Method lies in the number of signal projetions used per orientation resolved [3℄. For

an inorret orientation to be aepted purely from noise instead of signal is highly

unlikely from the noise. If we assume the noise to be mostly random, having 100+

projetions math physially signi�ant sattering from a spei� orientation would

be vanishingly unlikely unless many things whih are not signal peaks are mislabeled.

At this point a stastial treatment of peaks in nf-HEDM di�ration images is

needed. For segmentation routines, there exist two failure modes, the false positive

(type-I) and false negative (type-II). The false positive is when a pixel or group of

pixels is lassi�ed as a peak when that region does not have any atual di�ration

signal. This is when bakground or noise is lassi�ed as signal. The false negative is

the failure to lassify a pixel or group of pixels as a peak when that region does have

atual di�ration signal. This is when a di�ration signal is not piked out of the

bakground. Both refer to mislassi�ation of pixels whih both an have negative

impat on orientation reonstrution. However, assuming their penalty is equal is

inorret.

The Forward Modeling Method has been shown to be muh less sensitive to type-

I than type-II errors [3℄. This knowledge allows for relaxed onditions regarding

aepted peaks. It is extremely unlikely enough type-I errors will result in a single

high aliber (high on�dene) orientation to be seleted even if no other better solution

exists. This does not give one arte blanhe to indisriminatly aept all pixels that

ould even remotely be signal.

The best way to explore how these errors our would be to draw from experi-

enes. Type-I errors tend to ome from over-estimation of peak extent rather than as

inlusion of independent blobs. While the desription of peak shape extent is not rig-

orous and ompletely debatable, there are ases where �utuations in the bakground

are larger than the presribed intensity uto� leading to regions being erroneously

lassi�ed as peaks. See �gure 2.5 for an illustration of this experimentally. These

mislassi�ations of bakground as signal will most likely be ignored beause it is not

onsistent with any atual sample sattering and is ompletely random in nature.

Type-II errors tend to ome from merging of peaks and under-segmentation whih

results mainly where there is strong peak overlap in experimental images. Figure

2.5(b) shows a ase of this kind of error where a peak is ompletely lost due to spot

overlap. These seemingly separate peaks are merged as a single onneted omponent

by the original segmentation routine and redued as presribed. Due to the desribed
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shadowing e�ets, in some ases several peaks will tend to be lumped together as a

single onneted omponent, and sine the shadowing ours around higher intensity

peaks, most of the information of unintentionally onneted peaks is lost.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of two types of errors, (a) for Type I-error and (b) for Type

II-error. (a) shows pixels labeled as peaks whih ome from shadows produed from

stronger peaks. (b) shows two learly separate peaks whih have overlap on the

detetor and are merged in the segmentation routine. Sine one of the peaks is muh

higher in intensity, all information from the other peaks is lost when thresholding

is performed based on the stronger peak's intensity. In less dramati ases where

intensities are not so disproportionate, the shape of the the weaker peak will be

misrepresented. Here red dots represent pixels lassi�ed as signal that will be kept in

the redued data.

Next we would like to quantitatively study how these errors might a�et reon-

strution results. While Fig 2.5(a) is an illustration of this type of signal mislassi-

�ation, its e�ets are minimal due to the fat that they are not systemati. Sine

these e�ets ome from the experimental setup (sintillator thikness, fousing op-

tis) and all peaks are proessed in the same way, peak size over-estimation an be a

systemati error. For example, in the original method method of segmentation Image

Segmentation, lowering the threshold fration parameter (fThreshPercent) from say

0.25 → 0.10 would have the e�et of inreasing the size and shapes of every di�ra-

tion spot. In an e�ort to study how that will hange grain shape and sensitivity, a

syntheti irular grain's sattering was simulated and then peaks allowed to grow by

marhing out. The position and unertainty in the grain's boundary were analyzed

as a funtion of peak growth (see �gure 2.6).

The oupling between grain size and spot size is seen learly in Fig 2.6() where

the spot growth amount orrelates to size of the grain with 100% spot overlap (red

urve). Figure 2.6(d) shows the spot overlap for extreme ases of no dilation and large

dilation. For no dilation, the fallo� of the spot overlap an be attributed diretly to

disretization of sattering data onto a pixelized amera. E�etively the pixel size
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Figure 2.6: Simulation involving a single 1mm diameter grain (similar to one desribed

in �gure 2.1) and how its extent is dependent on peak de�nition. (a) shows the

on�dene map based diretly on the simulated sattering. (b) shows the same plot

as (a) with all experimental peaks enlarged by 20µm. The green irle shows the

original extent of the grain. () shows the measured diameter at eah dilation step

at di�erent riteria of overlap. When all peaks grow 15µm, the grain grows by that

amount with omplete overage of every simulated peak. It grows more than 100µm
if one onsiders 50% overlap as aeptable, for example. (d) shows the extent of

fuzziness, or spatial drop-o�, that an orientation an have if peaks are too liberally

de�ned.

determines the lower bound for resolving a mirostruture edge. For large dilation,

the edge moves by that amount but also the resolving ability for that edge beomes

smoothed out.

Seeing the loation of boundaries move as peaks are dilated, their unertainties

also inrease with dilation. Figure 2.7 shows evolution of boundary width in smaller

dilation steps from start to �nish as introdued in Fig 2.6(d). Quantifying this width

by full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the on�dene parameter, C, versus dilation
amount produed �gure 2.7(b). C is just the ratio of experimentally observed pixel to
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Figure 2.7: (a) Extension of �gure 2.6(d) showing the grain interfaial extent for

various levels of peak dilation. The narrowest red pro�le orresponds to no dilation

with eah suessive pro�le representing 1.5µm steps in peak dilation up to a total of

15µm. (b) Shows the FWHM of the boundary as a funtion of dilation.

those simulated. In the study, the interfae position moves proportionally to the dila-

tion amount, and the interfae width grows roughly 4× that of the dilation amount.

The fator of 4 results from a uniform dilation being performed while peak shapes are

redued in vertial size by a fator tan(2θ) when produing di�ration spots. There-

fore in ases of small-angle sattering for dilation amount d, the interfae an appear

to grow by an amount

d
tan(2θ)

.

Now quanti�ation of the result of type-I errors result on interfae position and

width has been performed. A similar simulation is performed looking at type-II errors

whih orresponds to lost signal (see �gure 2.8 for details). Fig 2.5(b) shows a ase

where two peaks are merged but only one is lassi�ed due most likely to large di�er-

enes in sattered intensities. If two overlapping peaks (P1 and P2) are represented

by their maximum intensity values (P1max and P2max suh that P1max > P2max),

if P2max < fThreshPercent × P1max, then none of the pixels in P2 will be las-

si�ed as lit, and P2 will not be inluded in the redued data. In the ase where

P2max > fThreshPercent × P1max, P2 is still measured against P1max, whih will

gives P2 an e�etively larger threshold perentage (fThreshPercentP2,effective =
P1max

P2max
× fThreshPercent). This will have the e�et of dereasing the size and shape

of those di�ration spots, or in extreme ases removing those di�ration spots.

This analysis was extended to look at simulated grain boundary movement for a

birystal as either set of rystals peaks were dilated or eroded. The position of their

interfae (expeted grain boundary) is studied by taking two rystals and varying

the level at whih either's peaks are eroded or dilated, . This is de�ned to be the

position in the sample where the ratio is are equal for both grains. Figure 2.9 shows

the erosion on one set of peaks and dilation on another a�eting the position of grain

boundaries. One notable result is that minimal movement of the grain boundary
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Figure 2.8: Analysis omparable to �gures 2.6 and 2.7 exept uniform erosion is

performed.

from expeted position is found when all peaks are proessed in a similar way (both

dilated or both eroded), and divergene in position ours when proessing varies

(some eroded while others dilated). This seems to point to a onlusion that with

onstrained and onsistent shape de�nition low variation in grain boundary position

is obtained, and therefore aurate mirostruture shapes are reonstruted whih are
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Figure 2.9: (a) represents a birystal where the peaks of the pink grain (Grain 1) have

all been eroded by 7.5µm and the green grain (Grain 2) peaks dilated by that amount.

The overlayed red and blue pro�les represent the line pro�le of C. (b) shows this ratio
with a green vertial line representing the rossing of the two overlap pro�les whih

should orrespond to the interfae (or grain boundary). () represents the movement

of the interfae as a funtion of erosion or dilation of either Grain 1 or Grain 2. (a)

& (b) orrespond to a single tile in (). Sale is in mm moved.

not artifats of image proessing

We �nd that this type of failure mode, under-estimate of merged peaks, is most

ommon with nf-HEDM images proessed in the way desribed by Image Segmenta-

tion. In the ase of no spot overlap or intersetion, Image Segmentation works with

very minimal problems. When peak density in images inreases, spot overlap and

subsequent merging will happen. This an happen for many di�erent reasons; for

example �ne-grained materials, low-symmetry materials, operating at higher X-ray

energy, higher grain defet ontent. One further ompliation is that peaks of di�er-
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ent | ~Q| an interset in near-�eld images. In the ase of far-�eld sattering images,

spots lie on rings of onstant | ~Q| (Debye-Sherrer rings), and spot overlap generally

our only on these rings. Sine the intensity of peaks varies with | ~Q|, near-�eld
images an have spot overlap with greatly varying sattering intensities. Far-�eld im-

age analysis might be able to reover easily from overlaps beause of this onstraint

that overlapping peaks be on similar intensity sales. The shadowing issue already

desribed earlier oupled with high peak densities and varying intensities of merged

peaks leads to lustering of experimental signal whih is di�ult to segment using

Image Segmentation. Unfortunately small 2θ peaks are more frequently subjet to

overlapping other peaks making them more likely to be poorly represented in the

redued form, and they su�er further due to shape ampli�ation issues due to

1
tan(2θ)

ompression.

There are two ways to mitigate the urrent segmentation shortomings whih

involve human intervention by way of tweaking the two available parameters of the

urrent segmentation routine. They are

1. lowering fThreshPercent to a very small number (<0.02). However, this also
has the e�et of lowering fThreshPercentP2→N,effective for all peaks whih are

lustered together. This has the e�et of retaining almost all intensity above

bakground at the ost of marking all peaks arti�ially larger than their true

extent. Further sine the lustered peaks are still not segmented, eah peak

is represented by di�ering e�etive shape-de�ning parameters. This operation

amounts to the ase of peak dilation detailed earlier with unertainties in the

shapes/boundaries present. The only positive to this method would be that

a ompletely �lled-in reonstrution would be returned. The downside is that

one hopes that orret boundaries are hosen due to the signal-averaging done

during reonstruting using 100's of projetions. A tell-tale sign of using this

orretion would be that grains on the outer edge of samples extend out muh

further than the physial limit of the sample and there will be minimal redution

in C on the grain boundary network.

2. raising nBaseSub to remove intensity bridges that onnet peaks. This has

the e�et of removing weaker signal that is present to be able to potentially

segment onneted peaks. Those peaks whih remain, if assuming they are

ompletely segmented, will be de�ned by a onsistent shape-de�ning parameter

for eah peak at the ost of missing experimental peaks. This strategy does

not fully work as some peaks may be onneted by intensities that are more

than 100 ounts above bakground. Raising nBaseSub this high would remove

a signi�ant amount of the experimental signal. Raising this value also puts an

e�etive upper limit on | ~Q|-spae whih an be searhed. Both orientation and

spatial resolution would su�er as a result of lost high-| ~Q| sattering.

Neither of these solutions are aeptable beause they o�er a loss in grain shape

sensitivity or orientation resolution.
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One �nal disussion to be made regards further peak segmentation. For example

in FCC twins, one will typially see striations in sattered peaks where dips in inten-

sity orrespond to the twin regions not satisfying the Bragg ondition while the parent

grain does. If the segmentation is insensitive to these intensity variations due to twin

strutures, the segmented peaks will orrespond to the grain shape of the parent grain

as if no twins were ontained within. The user of FMM for nf-HEDM reonstrutions

relies on some dereases in intensities due to twins within parent sattering along with

extration of �ner twin peaks and the robust harater of FMM algorithms to be able

to faithfully hoose between parent and twin. The development of intensity-based

FMM reonstrutions would mitigate this problem, but this disussion is beyond the

sope of this work. Being able to distinguish internal struture of peaks has the po-

tential to make resolving internal grain struture muh easier for FMM algorithms.

In this way, better segmentation routines are omplementary to FMM and its reon-

strution results. Clearly a better representation of the raw sattering data in redued

form should lead to a more aurate mirostruture representation.

At this point it should be agreed that e�etive segmentation is neessary for high

quality FMM reonstrutions. As image redution is the �rst step in the data pipeline,

the need for automated and robust algorithms to proess sattering images is essential

to auray of mirostruture results. Through simulation of hanges in di�ration

spot sizes, redution in peak shape or even missed peaks an lead to drastially

di�erent grain shapes. We have disussed how type-II errors more negatively a�et

FMM algorithms, and how the urrent image segmentation algorithm is prone to

these kinds of errors. In the next setion, we will disuss an improved method for

nf-HEDM image segmentation and its results on mirostruture reonstrution.

One an pinpoint the motivating fator in developing newer image proessing for

nf-HEDM. This ourred when a reonstruted grain (from experimental data) was

used to produed its simulated sattering pattern. It was found that a few of its

low-| ~Q| peaks were not present in the redued data, but they were present when

one looked in the raw images. This failure at the image segmentation step seemed

like it ould be limiting the resolution of the FMM algorithm. Finally, a study of

deformation in low symmetry (HCP) zironium (see Chapter 3) was performed whih

further neessitated more advaned image segmentation of nf-HEDM sans.

2.4 A new peak extration method

In the previous setion, many of the shortomings of the simple thresholding image

segmentation as applied to nf-HEDM images were pointed out. In an e�ort to address

those problems, the following items represent what a more robust redution routine

would take into onsideration.

1. Ability to detet loal variations. Weaker peaks that are aught in the shadow

of strong peaks should detetable this way.
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2. Conept of peak is neessary. Sine grain/subgrain shapes are what is being

looked at, the onept of spae-�lling losed-ontours should be respeted.

3. Minimization of the number of tunable parameters. A fully-automated redu-

tion routine is desired that requires little human intervention. Results should

not depend muh on various variables.

4. Inorporation of sattering geometry. Taking into aount that peaks are om-

pressed in the image vertial diretion will allow for better vertial peak sensi-

tivity.

5. Need to proess faster. A newer algorithm most likely will be more time on-

suming per image, and more images being olleted per run/sample/year. Any

way to keep image proessing from beoming a bottlenek in the data pipeline

should be explored.

Many advaned segmentation tehniques were tested on nf-HEDM images, but

in most ases with little suess. A variety of methods were pursued inluding but

not limited to mutual information, watershed, and level set methods with varying

degrees of suess. No attention will be payed to these algorithms as they were

unable to satisfy the above items after initial testing. In the future, these methods

after more areful study ould replae what will be presented here but until they an

be proven to be an improvement, they will be abandoned.

To inorporate loal variation on peak detetion, the lass of gradient-based edge

detetion segmentation routines was investigated. These inlude Canny, Sobel, Pre-

witt, Roberts, and the Laplaian of Gaussians [10, 11, 12℄ and many more whih are

all similar in their ability to estimate where edges exist from taking the gradient or

laplaian of an image. Depending on the approah, some prefer to use on the gra-

dient sine it is less sensitive to image noise. Edges are then de�ned by regions of

maximal gradient magnitude and diretion. In nf-HEDM images, boundaries between

bakground and di�ration signal is the edge that needs to be deteted.

2.4.1 Laplaian of Gaussian Implementation

The Laplaian of Gaussian (LoG) edge detetion falls into a ategory of blob dete-

tors. It inorporates the laplaian of the original image to �nd edges and so is more

suseptible to image noise. This is purely due to the fat that numerial derivates are

taken, and eah suessive one will be more sensitive to �utuations due to noise. To

minimize the e�ets of image quality, a onvolution of the image with a Gaussian is

performed on the image initially with a smoothing kernel (σ). Then the laplaian is

operated on the resulting image (▽2Im). The image is further binarized by taking

zero-ross ontours whih orrespond to edges. The zero-ross of the LoG is alled a

blob detetor beause the zero ontours produed in the binarization stage gaurantee

losed ontours around objets (blobs).
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The only tunable parameter in this method would be the gaussian kernel whih

sets the sale at whih edges an be deteted. In an e�ort to remove redution

parameters, one an use σ = 0.75 pixels to ahieve minimal smoothing with a kernel

whih is e�etively smaller than results from the initial median �lter proess. Results

do not vary muh with hanging the gaussian width espeially given edges are only

returned at integral positions.

One interesting inorporation that an improve edge detetion would be weighting

the horizontal omponent of the laplaian (▽2Im)xx by

1
tan(2θ)

to make x-diretion

edge transitions of similar numerial value as y-diretion edges. Currently edge de-

tetion along the vertial diretion is muh stronger than the horizontal diretion due

to the small angle sattering geometry desribed.

Finally this data redution routine was implemented in C++ using the image seg-

mentation library Insight Toolkit (ITK) [13℄ whih provided a muh faster framework

than Matlab. Initally it was implemented and tested in Matlab, but the desire for

performane demanded that it be written in a ompiled language. Further, the ode

was parallelized using the Message Passing Interfae (MPI) [14℄ to take advantage of

high performane omputing (HPC). Given that eah image is segmented indepen-

dently from the rest, the ode is parallelize by image meaning eah proessor in a

working group segments an allotted list of images.

Algorithm 3 is the modi�ed form of the new segmentation algorithm with zero-

ross LoG added �lter (algorithm 4). Examples in one dimension are shown in setion

2.4.2.

The new implementation still retains redution parameters nBaseSub and fThreshPercent
for mostly legay reasons. Table 2.1 shows for a given experimental dataset ( a low

solvus high refratory [LSHR℄ nikel superalloy) the number of aepted peaks and

pixels as nBaseSub and fThreshPercent were varied in both the original redution

and newly implemented LoG redution. The main purpose of this table is to point out

that the average size of redued peaks remains relatively stable for the LoG redution

as ompared to hanges in the original redution. Sine the average size of peaks

(

Npixels

Npeaks
) an be diretly linked to the grain size distribution, variations in redution

parameters should keep this value onstant but ause more or fewer peaks to be a-

epted. Going futher, �gure 2.10 shows a zoomed-in region of the segmented image

for eah of the three baseline values in 2.1. The pixels returned from the redution al-

gorithm are a subset of those ontained in �gure 2.10(g). The LoG binary segmented

images appear to be less sensitive to baseline hanges. The table also re�ets this

fat. Clearly the redution parameters do not de�ne the harater of a peak in the

new LoG redution sheme

A quik note needs to be inserted here to understand the speed-up involved with

porting redution ode from a Matlab version to C++ version. The original algorithm

took ∼ 5s/image/processor in Matlab ompared to ∼ 1s/image/processor in C++.

The new LoG algorithm takes ∼ 65s/image/processor in Matlab ompared to ∼
5s/image/processor in C++. While the newer algorithm is more omputationally
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Algorithm 3 Zero-Cross Laplaian of Gaussian-based Image segmentation

nBaseSub = 2σ;
fThreshPerent = 0.10;

for i = ωstart; i ≤ ωstop; i++ do

Imsub = Imi - Bkg;

Imbase = Imsub - nBaseSub;

ImLoG = ZeroCrossLoG( Imbase );

bIm = ImLoG > 0;

vListClusters = ConnetedComp( bIm );

vAeptedPixels = [℄;

for j = 1; j ≤ nNumberOfClusters; j ++ do

nThreshVal = fThreshPerent * max( vListClusters[j℄.Pixel[:℄ );

for k = 1; k ≤ vListClusters[j].P ixel.length(); k ++ do

if vListClusters[j℄.Pixel[k℄.Intensity > nThreshVal then

vAeptPixels.Add( vListClusters[j℄.Pixel[k℄.{x, y, Intensity, ID} );

end if

end for

end for

WriteToFile( vAeptedPixels );

end for

Algorithm 4 Zero-Cross Laplaian of Gaussian

ZeroCrossLoG( im ){

im = GaussianImageFilter( im, σ=0.75 );
im = LaplaianImageFilter( im );

im = im < 0;

return im;

}

expensive, it is urrently on par for proessing time with the original redution as

originally implemented and run in Matlab. One �nal note is multi-ore proessing in

Matlab is (at least as of now) is restrited to using a maximum of 4 proessors at one

time. The MPI-C++ version an theoretially run on as many ores as available, but

is restrited at the point when the entire san an be proessed by all proessors faster

than a single proessor an generate statistial bakground images. If all bakground

images already exist, then the parallelized algorithm an run on Nω (number of images

per san) ores at most sine eah ore must redue at least one image.

A few minor points should be made here whih are that the original segmen-

tation algorithm and the LoG segmentation algorithm are e�etively the same ex-

ept for the use of the zero-ross Laplaian to further segment the proessed im-

age. This has the e�et of guaranteeing that any image proessed by the new
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nBaseSub fPercentThresh Original LoG

Npeaks Npixels
Npixels

Npeaks
Npeaks Npixels

Npixels

Npeaks

5 0.05 100k 25.5M 255 325k 20.2M 62

5 0.10 100k 19.9M 199 325k 19.1M 58

5 0.25 100k 11.8M 118 325k 15.3M 47

10 0.05 93k 16.7M 180 180k 14.2M 79

10 0.10 93k 13.7M 147 180k 13.2M 73

10 0.25 93k 8.7M 94 180k 10.2M 57

20 0.05 75k 9.8M 131 108k 8.7M 81

20 0.10 75k 8.3M 111 108k 8.0M 74

20 0.25 75k 5.5M 73 108k 6.0M 56

Table 2.1: Comparison of number of peaks and pixels returned from original redution

and new LoG redution on an entire 180◦ san as nBaseSub and fThreshPercent
are varied. This test was performed on images from a �ne-grained deformed LSHR

sample.

method will automatially have more segmented peaks than proessed the original way

(NpeaksLoG
≥ NpeaksOriginal

). Beause of the seond phase of segmentation in the LoG

algorithm, the number of possible pixels that will be aepted into the redued data is

smaller than from the original redution. The LoG step serves as a seond re�nement

removing more potential signal but retaining only those pixels that are onsidered

signal by more than just being above bakground. These pixels have some di�erential

feature that distinguishes them from the bakground. In this way, one might expet

the LoG redution to ontain fewer pixels in redued form (NpixelsLoG
≤ NpixelsOriginal

)

ignoring the nature of these pixels being more quali�ed beause the binary mask of

the LoG is by de�nition smaller than the original binary mask.

Table 2.1 shows that indeed for di�erent redution parameter values, NpeaksLoG
≥

NpeaksOriginal
. However, at low values of fPercentThresh, NpixelsLoG

≤ NpixelsOriginal

holds beause the original redution is e�etively keeping almost all pixels above the

bakground. This eases to be the ase as fPercentThresh is inreased indiating

that utting o� the tails of peaks in the original redution has a more pronouned

e�et on redued area in the redued data as ompared to the newer redution.

This supports the assertion that the shapes returned by the new LoG algorithm are

more mathed with the shape of the atual spots and less dependent on redution

parameters. Shapes are de�ned by notieable hanges in sattered intensity rather

than arbitrary parameters thereby making the results less depended on how the image

was proessed. In this way, stability of input to the FMM should result in less

variability in the reonstruted mirostruture.
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Figure 2.10: (a) - () show the segmentation of (g) using the original thresholding

method at baseline levels of 5, 10, and 20, respetively. Eah unique olor represents

a single segmented peak. Note that for (d) the baseline of 5 is insu�ient to prevent

many peaks from being merged into a single peak. (d) - (f) show the segmentation of

(g) using the LoG method at baseline levels of 5, 10, and 20, respetively. Note the

di�erene in olor sales due to the dramati variation in the number of distinguishable

peaks.

2.4.2 Laplaian of Gaussian Operator in 1D

To appreiate how an input image responds to the Laplaian of Gaussian operator,

one demonstrative example would be to see its response in 1D. Extending that to 2D

(or 3D) is straight-forward. See �gure 2.11 for extension from a simple 1D example

to algorithm appliation on image shown previously in �gure 2.10(g).

For �gure 2.11 notie how edges, de�ned by where the laplaian rosses zero,
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Figure 2.11: Demonstration of a 1D LoG to and its appliation to a linear segment on

an image. (a) shows the response of the �rst and seond derivatives on an idealized

edge as represented by an error funtion. (b) shows (in blak) a 1D raw intensity pro-

�le from �gure 2.10(g). The red pro�le represents the pro�le after gaussian smoothing

with σ = 0.75; the green pro�le is the �rst derivative of the red funtion (saled for

presentation here) the blue pro�le is the seond derivative of the red funtion (also

saled). The blak dashed line at zero is presented to show where zero-ross will

de�ne peak edges. () represents the binary form of the image in �gure 2.10(g) after

zero-ross has been performed.

generate an envelope around a peak in 1D, and in 2D they generate losed ontours

around peaks (or blobs). The three peaks learly identi�ed in �gure 2.11(b) would not

have been segmented properly via the simple thresholding method. Test ases suh

as this LSHR dataset show the failings of the original segmentation method. At this

point, the newer method has been desribed, an illustration of its response on images

demonstrated, and a omparison with the original method has been performed. In the

next setion, results from FMM reonstrutions using eah segmentation method will

be ompared with emphasis on di�erent mirostrutural sensitivities and onlusions

drawn on the e�etiveness and robustness of LoG segmentation routines.

It must be emphasized that the requirement is to detet intensity variations rather

than the previously used threshold on intensity values. Any speial kind of boundary

or edge in a mirostruture (grain boundary, twin boundary, disloation wall, phase

transition, et) should be aompanied by a drop in sattered intensity at the edges

of assoiated di�ration spots. In ases of boundaries, this intensity transition should

be abrupt. For other ases suh as small twin boundaries, a small drop in intensity

within a parent peak will orrespond to this feature. Sub-grain formation assoiated

with domains within a grain showing small lattie rotation will show small intensity

drops at these sub-grain boundaries. Figure 2.11(b) showing the segmentation of two

peaks with similar maximum intensities makes it lear that subtle features in the

sattering an be deteted at the image redution stage. Seeing this segmentation

gives reassurane to any user of nf-HEDM that sensitivity to mirostruture features

below the grain sale are possible and believable.

While derivate-based edge detetion is not a new onept, its implementation for
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proessing nf-HEDM images has been shown to better segment di�ration peaks and

be less sensitive to redution parameters as ompared to previous methods. The

use of in�etion points rather than user-de�ned �ood levels to de�ne shape edges

seems to be a more natural way to represent the peak shape. The speedups and

improvements have allowed for more diverse mirostruture investigations using nf-

HEDM with more sophistiated methods while reduing the amount of user e�ort

needed to proess data at the raw image stage.

2.5 Mirostruture feature sensitivity

The original motivation for replaing the simple thresholding image segmentation

algorithms with a more sophistiated algorithm ame from the need to study de-

formation in hp zironium. However, improvement from the new segmentation in

FMM results is not restrited to that study. The appliation of the new segmenta-

tion method has, in general, shown improvement in many di�erent type of materials

studied. The following subsetions will show diverse mirostrutures studied with

nf-HEDM as reonstruted with the FMM. The results will be linked to expeted

physially observed phenomena as a way of omparing results using the two segmen-

tation methods.

2.5.1 Boundary position de�nition

Even in a fully-rerystallized state, the zironium sample initially (pre-deformation)

su�ered from aidental overlap of di�ration peaks whih is more ommon in lower

symmetry materials than in ubis. Further nf-HEDM allows for re�etions of high

order sattering to interset with those low whih orresponds to mismath in inten-

sities. This leads to ompletely missed peaks in the redued data due to issues de-

sribed earlier. Given that in the initially undeformed state individual grains showed

no orientation variation, this would lead to di�ration peaks with uniform intensity

distributions (�at-top peaks). If two of these uniform intensity peaks were to in-

terset, the peaks with the lower intensity would either be ompletely found by the

ondition P2max > fThreshPercent × P1max or ompletely missed. Due to little

intensity variation in the P2, it an be seen that any pixel in P2 will be lose in value

to P2max. Rather than having a gradual failure of the peak shape, the aeptane of

weaker overlapping peaks was more of a binary nature.

This has the e�et of lowering the total amount of overlap possible between the

FMM simulation and what has been aepted into redued data set. Overall this did

not appear to a�et the mirostruture result, either boundary positions or orienta-

tion. This ase ould be lassi�ed as a simple reonstrution where no orientation

variation is present and large onvex grains were being mapped. The only notieable

di�erene between the two is the absolute on�dene parameter, C.
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Figure 2.12: (a) shows the FMM reonstrution of a single layer of zironium before

deformation. (b) & () represent the on�dene parameter for the orientation of eah

individual voxel �t using the LoG method and original method of image segmentation,

respetively. (d) shows the sorted on�dene of voxels above a threshold between the

two methods. Note that there is very little di�erene in performane. (e) represents

the on�dene pro�le through a single line through the sample for eah of the two

methods showing drops in C at grain boundaries, as is expeted.

Looking losely at �gure 2.12(d), we see that the LoG method has slightly higher

on�denes than the original method (espeially in higher on�dene regions). For the

given plot, the average on�dene of voxels with the new method is 87.11% ompared

to 85.90% for the original method. Of the orientations reonstruted in this slie

with the FMM, there are between 90 and 110 peaks simulated per orientation. An

average on�dene di�erene of ∼ 1% then orresponds to about one missing peak

per orientation resolved. A minimum error rate for the original method an then also

be estimated by, E = 87.11−85.90
87.11

= 1.39%. This is aeptable, however this estimate is

expeted to go up in ases of sattering that is less trivial than this. This test serves

as a baseline for di�erenes between the two methods.

Notie that �gure 2.12(e) demonstrates two features motivated in setion 2.3 and

might explain the transition in on�denes in �gure 2.12(d). At the edges of the
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sample where there is no ompetition between two grains to de�ne a boundary, grains

might extend outward unheked. one an note that the the on�dene drop-o� of

the blue urve is somewhat more gradual than the red urve. This orresponds to the

study of a single grain undergoing peak dilation. The other feature from this plot is

that dips in the on�dene pro�le generally orrespond to grain boundaries. It an

be noted that on�denes in the grain interior tend to be higher for the LoG method

onsistent with observations made in the previous paragraph. Conversely, on�dene

at the grain boundaries for the LoG method are lower, perhaps explaining the ross-

over that appears in �gure 2.12(d). From the birystal study, it was shown that better

de�ned peaks lead to sharper transition from high on�dene to low on�dene at

interfaes (smaller FWHM). Note that any FMM reonstrution where the on�dene

does not dip at boundaries is bad sign even if those on�denes are both lose to

100% on both sides. Di�ration spot edges are inherently nosiy due to disretization

(�nite pixel size) and ounting statistis. Ideal thresholding should re�et that noise.

The fat that on�denes drop more preipitously at grain boundaries in the LoG

method ompared to the original method is then a good indiator of the quality of

the redution method.
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Figure 2.13: A region of a single sattering image olleted from the datset shown in

2.12. (a) represents the image after bakground subtration. (b) & () show only the

pixels seleted out by LoG and original methods of redution, respetively.

Redued data for the FMM reonstrutions shown in �gure 2.12 an be seen in

�gure 2.13. The region shown here illustrates missed peaks in the original redution

whih an lead to overall lower on�denes. The number of missing peaks in this

region is muh higher than the quoted E = 1.39% beause this is, this is a region

where lower-| ~Q| peaks are more likely to interset. This implies that the error rate for

missing peaks falls o� as | ~Q| is inreased. Clearly the quoted E = 1.39% is then the

averaged error rate whih is more heavily weighted at low-| ~Q|. The thinner redued
peaks from the LoG redution demonstrates the shape de�nition imposed by by the

LoG �lter. While the LoG method appears to identify and retain many more peaks

than the original method, the size of redued �les are roughly 10% smaller than the

original method returns.
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Even in this simple ase where peak overlap is not severe, a pronouned di�erene

between segmentation methods is found in sensitivity to grain edges. While the posi-

tions of grains boundaries remain the same in this omparison ase, the new method

of image redution appears to assist the FMM by providing more onstrained peak

shapes as its input. This should and appears to result in better de�ned on�dene

drops at grain interfaes.

2.5.2 Ability to reonstrut deformed materials

Sine traking of the same physial volume of mirostruture was desired in the ziro-

nium deformation experiment, another important motivation in replaing the original

image segmentation method with the new one was the ability to ontinue to reon-

strut as the sample was subjet to large plasti deformation. As plasti deformation

proeeds, disloations move and pile-up in grains resulting in orientation gradients.

This results in broadening of peaks in both η and ω and loss of peaks entirely at

high-| ~Q|. Further, residual elasti strains an produe broadening in 2θ. Those peaks
not lost due to dramati intensity dereases are then more likely to overlap other

peaks. This is a ase where advaned peak segmentation is ruial as type-II errors

are inreasing likely.

Figure 2.14, shows the zironium sample reonstrution at an engineering strain

of 13% for LoG and original image segmentation. Images are segmented using the

same redution parameters (nBaseLine, fPercentThresh) for onsisteny of om-

parison. On �rst glane, the overall on�denes in the LoG-segmented reonstrution

are higher than those of the original method. The sales are also di�erent; no voxels

are returned in the FMM reonstrution using the original segmentation method with

100% on�dene. While it was shown earlier that overly extending peaks an lead to

arti�ially high on�denes, this should not be the ase for �gure 2.14(b) as the pixels

returned from LoG segmentation are seleted from a subset of those initially avail-

able to the original segmentation method and de�ned by the same shape parameter.

The disrepany in on�dene must ome from the further peak segmentation o-

urring after LoG �lter is applied. Not only are these newly segmented peaks found

but are rystallographially onsistent with other identi�ed sattering from grains.

This suggests that fewer type-I errors our for the new method over the previous, as

expeted. Comparing to the measurement of this volume before the onset of deforma-

tion, there is agreement in shape, extent, and orientation of grains between pre- and

during-deformation levels (to be disussed further in hapter 3). The omparison of

results suggests that extreme overlapping is arti�ially eroding peaks in the deformed

struture and this is ausing grains to be lost or eroded in the FMM reonstrution,

and this e�et is strong for the original method than the LoG method.

Figure 2.15 gives an example of the ontrast between redued data sets. The region

shown in �gure 2.15 illustrates missed peaks in the original redution whih leads to

overall lower on�denes. From �gure 2.14(d), the average on�dene of voxels with
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Figure 2.14: (a) show the FMM reonstrution of a single layer of zironium at 13%

engineering strain reonstruted using LoG segmented images. (b) & () represent

the on�dene parameter for the orientation of eah individual voxel �t using the

LoG method and original method of image segmentation, respetively. (d) shows the

sorted on�dene of voxels above a 25% threshold between the two methods. The

blak lines are drawn between voxel that have ≥ 5◦ misorientations. Note that there

is a very large di�erene in performane.

the new method is 63.1% and original method is 48.2%, and the new method �nds

22.3% more voxels above the C ≥ 25%. As quoted before, a minimum error rate

an be alulated for the original method of E = 63.1−48.2
63.1

= 23.6%. Eah orientation

resolved is being done so with an additional 15 peaks in the LoG redued experimental
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Figure 2.15: A region of a single sattering image olleted from the datset shown in

�gure 2.14. (a) represents the image after bakground subtration. (b) & () show,

in red, the pixels seleted by LoG and original methods of redution, respetively.

data. This represents a signi�ant di�erene between the two segmentation methods.

The LoG method de�nitely identi�es and retains many more peaks than the original

method, and its number of experimental pixels returned in this ase is omparable to

the original method (±2.5%).

One last striking demonstration of the inability for FMM to reonstrut a highly-

deformed material given poor redued input would be the example of a piee of opper

whih has been ballistially-shoked. This opper sample was mapped in its unde-

formed state using nf-HEDM, then it was subjeted to a high strain-rate deformation

at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The same volume of the sample was then re-

measured. Figure 2.16 shows the reonstruted mirostruture for a layer of material

in the deformed region (whih ontain voids) ompared side-by-side where the only

di�erene between how the two were proessed was at the image proessing stage.

Initially this dataset was abandoned in the belief that mirostruture data ould not

be reonstruted in the deformed region, whih is the region of most interest. When

the LoG method of redution was applied, this dataset ould be salvaged and new

siene investigated. Current work is being done to register pre- and post-deformation

mirostrutures to pin-point where void formation ours. This registration, at the

preliminary stage, appears to math quite well.

In ases where onsiderable deformation is present, and hene peak overlap is

present, a pronouned di�erene between segmentation methods is found in the overall

ability to reonstrut using the FMM. Size and shape orrespondene to measured

undeformed states serves to justify that the larger extent of grains obtained from the

newer method are physial. The performane of the new method of segmentation in

ases of deformed mirostrutures shows an ability to segment many more physially

and rystallographially onsistent peaks. This leads to an overall better ability

to reonstrut with FMM. Deformed mirostruture reonstrution should not be

attempted without advaned image proessing to ensure high-�delity FMM input.

The original method should be abandoned even if reonstrution is possible.
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Figure 2.16: Above are the Rodrigues-olored orientation map and on�dene maps

for the post-shok opper proessed with the LoG method ((a) & (b)) and the original

method (() & (d)). As in 2.14, again upper end of on�dene sales do not math.

2.5.3 Shape representation

While the subjet of the stability of boundary position was disussed in setion 2.5.1

and with relatively little sattering omplexity, some disussion should be made about

what to believe when the boundary shapes diverge depending on image proessing.

An initial inlination would be that the boundary shapes reonstruted by the LoG

method are loser to that of the true mirostruture beause the variability of its
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redued data results are muh less dependent on redution parameters. Given that the

mirostruture returned by the FMM is mostly independent of redution parameter

in the LoG method but not in the original method, its returned mirostruture is

muh more stable but not neessarily the true mirostruture. In this setion, linking

of expeted mirostruture grain boundary shapes will be used to on�rm this initial

expetation.

One important geometrial feature in fae-entered ubi (FCC) metals is the

appearane of oherent annealing twins whih are energetially-favorable [15℄. These

our when low staking fault energies are assoiated with ertain rystal planes; for

FCC the lowest staking fault energy plane is the {111} whih ommonly gives rise

to oherent Σ3 twins. They are generally understood as �growth aidents on {111}
planes propagating� during grain growth [16℄. Coherent twin boundaries are identi�ed

in orientation imaging mirosopy (OIM) by their misorientation (60◦ about <111>)
and by their ommon �at {111} boundary. The oherent twins are seen as distint

lamella shaped features spanning parent (host) grains. The expetation of a large

population of annealing twins in FCC metal is inversely related to the energy of the

boundary [17℄.

The nf-HEDM group has studied annealing twins for several years at this point

sine annealing twins have a spei� orientation relation and morphology that are

based in physial reality. They have linked the twin misorientations found in reon-

struted mirostrutures against the expeted misorientation as one way of de�ning

the orientation resolution of the nf-HEDM as it depends on other things like δω [18℄.

The onept of the 5 parameter grain boundary harater distribution (GBCD) has

been shown to be an important metri for haraterizing mirostrutures [17, 19℄.

Brie�y the GBCD onsists of speifying and binning all boundary pathes in a mi-

rostruture by their loal misorientation relation (3-parameters) and the loal bound-

ary normal (2-parameters). Sine omplete mirostruture haraterization is the goal

of nf-HEDM and

3
5
of the GBCD onept (loal misorientation) have been used to

justify the tehniques orientation relation, the other

2
5
of the GBCD onept (loal

bounday normal) will be used here to link boundary position and shape with seg-

mentation routine e�ay. To this end, two nf-HEDM slies of a fratured nikel

superalloy were olleted at the APS in Deember of 2010 (one at the frature sur-

fae, and one 1mm below it). Presene of annealing twins ould be notied even

during di�ration data olletion by visual inspetion of peaks as they were being

olleted.

Figure 2.17 presents di�erenes between FMM reonstruted maps depending on

how images are initially proessed. Up to this point, boundary di�erenes shown were

deemed either exatly the same or ompletely di�erent. One di�erene that should be

pointed out is the di�erene in harater of the two on�dene maps. The on�dene

map for the reonstrution with the original method of image segmentation appears to

have higher on�dene �t voxels ompared with return LoG method voxels. However,

on�dene drops are not pronouned at boundaries for the original method, while
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Figure 2.17: Presented here are the FMM reonstruted orientation and on�dene

maps for a layer of a superalloy sample that was measured 1mm below a fatigue

frature surfae. (a) & (b) were generated using redued data from the LoG method

and (d) & (e) from the original method with same redution parameters for ompar-

ison. Blak lines in (a) & (d) represent boundaries satisfying the Σ3 annealing twin

misorientation riteria within 0.5◦; red lines represent all other grain boundaries. ()

shows the set of Σ3 boundaries for eah ase of redution method in a zoomed in

0.5mm×0.5mm region of the sample.

notieable drops our at grain boundaries and twin boundaries. Further, on�denes

vary within grains for the LoG method whereas they appear to be onstant in grains

from the original method. This seond observation will be addressed a little later.

One an reognize from �gure 2.17() that more twins are lassi�ed in FMM re-

onstrution using the LoG method over the original method. For a parent grain

with a single annealing twin in the enter, some di�ration spots will have intensity

pro�les that are shaped like a amel's bak (akin to the blak pro�le in range [5 35℄ of

�gure 2.11(b)). The width and depth of the valley depend diretly on the twin size.

Depending on redution parameters, this valley in the intensity will still be aepted
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as experimental signal in the redued data if proessed via the original method. Re-

taining these pixels orresponds to keeping pixels whih bolster on�denes for the

parent grain orientation in spatial regions where intensity drops are present. Fitting

orientations by way of intensity �tting should help orret for errors like this. While

pixels for the twin orientation should also be present, any missing twin peaks ould

lead to hoosing the parent orientation over the twin orientation. In this way, twins

an be lost due to degraded signal whih is input to the FMM. One �nal observa-

tion should be made that sine annealing twins are generally smaller than their parent

(host) grains, their sattered intensities should be proportional to their ross-setional

area.

Next, fous is drawn on a single annealing twin boundary in this dataset in �gure

2.18. As introdued earlier, energetis ditates that oherent Σ3 interfaes will have

higher populations than inoherent Σ3 interfaes. Inoherent Σ3 interfaes are when

the boundary satis�es the expeted misorientation relation, 60◦ about <111>, but
fails to our on a ommon {111} plane as the interfae. The boundary shown in

this �gure has a misorientation of 59.98◦ about [−0.5775, 0.5784, 0.5761] in axis-angle

representation. This misorientation represents a deviation in 0.017◦ in angle and

0.4389◦ in axis from the expeted Σ3 misorientation. The blak boundary trae shows

the ideal shape of a oherent interfae for the given grain orientation. Performing

simple statistis on the histograms shown in �gure 2.18, a standard deviation for

distanes from the true boundary plane is alulated with results σLoG = 1.50µm and

σOriginal = 2.95µm. These reonstrutions were performed with voxels of 2.8µm side-

width (sw). If one assumes Gaussian statistis and omputes a on�denes interval

between [-sw sw℄, 93.9% of boundaries from the LoG method fall in this interval as

ompared to only 65.8% for the original method. It seems boundary preision for the

LoG method is limited by the grid resolution used here whereas it seems the spatial

preision of boundary position is limited by the redution method in the ase of the

original method. One ould perform this test at higher grid resolution where either

pixel size or redution method might de�ne the limiting spatial sensitivity.

Another link needs to be made here to the simulation study at the beginning

of this hapter, spei�ally what was shown in �gure 2.6. A parent and its aom-

panying twin are pulled out of the FMM reonstruted map. The parent and twin

orientations are then averaged separately and assigned to a region 30µm larger than

its reonstruted extent. For eah point in the sample spae, overlap from the given

averaged-orientation with experimental redued data is alulated and presented in

�gure 2.19. One thing that must be emphasized is that the on�dene pro�les pre-

sented here do not represent the FMM returned on�dene pro�les whih should

have on�denes ≥ to those in the �gure. Two main features should be pointed out,

the �rst is again that the boundary returned from the LoG method appears to be

straighter with muh less ambiguity at the twin boundary than ompared to the orig-

inal method. The other is that the spatial pro�le of on�dene drops o� muh more

gradually for the original method as ompared with the LoG method. Strikingly, in
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Figure 2.18: (a) & (b) represent the same 150µm×150µm region of the reonstruted

mirostruture as proessed by LoG method and original method of image segmen-

tation, respetively. The gray-pink interfae represents a boundary satisfying the

misorientation riteria of a Σ3 within the orientation resolution of the FMM. The

blak line shows the intersetion of the gray grain's (1̄11) plane with the sample

plane. () & (d) represent the histogrammed distane for eah boundary segment

from the true oherent twin plane for proessing by LoG method and original method

of image segmentation, respetively.

the former ase, on�denes for the parent orientation of greater than 50% extend past

the twin boundary into the twin more than 30µm. Notie that the on�dene pro�le

drops o� muh more slowly at twin boundaries for the original method as opposed

to non-Σ3 boundaries (see regions around red boundary lines in �gure 2.19). LoG

method appears to distinguish Σ3 and non-Σ3 boundaries with similar sensitivity.

Appealing to the physial geometry of the oherent Σ3 boundaries present in
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Figure 2.19: (a) & (d) show the spatial on�dene extent of the average orientation

using the parent grain for LoG method and original method of image segmentation,

respetively. (b) & (e) show the spatial on�dene extent of the average orientation

for the twin grain using the LoG method and original method of image segmentation,

respetively. Blak lines in (a) & (d) represent boundaries satisfying the Σ3 annealing
twin misorientation riteria within 0.5◦; red lines represent all other grain boundaries.
() & (f) show the line-out on�dene pro�les for both parent and twin grain along

the x-diretion. These plots are analogous to what is shown in �gures 2.6, 2.7, & 2.8.

FCC materials, the resulting spatial resolution from eah type of image segmentation

routines was estimated by this. The original method appears to be the limiting fator

for spatial resolution of the FMM, while grid size is limiting spatial resolution for the

LoG method. Further, it was shown that Σ3 boundary sensitivity was greater in the

LoG method due to the preipitous drop o� in on�dene for a grain's orientation

beyond the boundary point.

2.5.4 Small features

After showing that the inherent spatial resolutions of the two image segmentation

methods are di�erent, the next logial steps would be to ompare FMM ability to

resolve small features (small grains). One way of studying this is to take advan-

tage of the fat that grains have 3D shapes, but nf-HEDM only produes 2D ross-

setional orientation maps. For this demonstration, a �ne-grained (∼50µm diameter

grains) grain-boundary engineered (GBE)[20℄ opper sample is used. GBE samples
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are thermo-mehanially proessed to produe higher boundary fration of CSL Σ
boundaries. The spei�s of grain-boundary engineering is not relevant here, but

rather the point that a mirostruture with small grains that has large amounts of

annealing twins is investigated with nf-HEDM.

(a) (b)

() (d) (e)

Figure 2.20: (a) & (b) represent the same 500µm×500µm region of the reonstruted

GBE opper mirostruture as proessed by LoG method and original method of

image segmentation, respetively. () & (d) shows a 50µm×50µm smaller region

of interest, proessed by LoG and original methods, respetively. Figure 2.20(e)

shows the same 50µm×50µm smaller region of interest for the next suessive slie

of mirostruture reonstruted using the original method. This represents a region

4µm vertially below the previous slie. Blak lines represent boundaries satisfying

the Σ3 annealing twin misorientation riteria within 0.5◦; red lines represent all other

grain boundaries.

Determining by inspetion whether small features returned from FMM are real

or artifats an be di�ult. Figure 2.20 shows the ompliated twinned GBE opper

mirostruture as image segmentation routine is varied. On �rst observation, there
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are slight di�erenes between the two zoomed-out regions and whih one represents

the atual sample measured is not lear. One will notie shapes and loations of

boundaries are not the same between the two, and in either ase, eah shows some

new small features where the other does not. If one ompares the two visually, the

LoG method map seems to have many more unique small features ompared with

the original method. Sine we expet many annealing twins, spei�ally looking for

Σ3, embedded in parent grains, the twins should represent, on average, a smaller

spatial features. Calulating the length-fration of Σ3 boundaries is done simply

by

Length of all Σ3 boundaries in slice
Length of all grain boundaries in slice

yields 49.7% for the LoG method and 47% for the

original method. A slightly larger (0.5%) overall boundary length is returned from

the LoG method ompared to the original. Given that the size distribution of twins

should be smaller than non-twin grains, the inrease in twin boundary length for

LoG method points at its ability to better resolve smaller features. A larger fration

of the twin size distribution resides at the ∼ 2µm sale ompared to the general

size distribution, meaning that aessing smaller features should disproportionately

bolster the number of twins, and onsequently number of twin boundary lengths.

Finally �gures 2.20 () - (e) present anedotal evidene that the LoG method

is indeed �nding small features, O(sw = 2.81µm), that are missed by the original

method. The brown twin within the yellow parent in this �gure is found in the layer

where LoG method segmentation was used as input to the FMM. This twin was absent

when proessed with the original method. The twin appears to be 1-2 voxels wide

whih would be within the spatial resolution of the LoG method but loser to or below

the resolution for the original method. However, 4µm vertially below this slie, the

original method deteted this twin when it is then 5-6 voxels wide. This is perhaps

a situation where the tip of the twin was being measured. This example, along with

prior evidene for spatial resolution depending on segmentation, demonstrates the

fat that the LoG method produes input data for the FMM that results in better

spatial resolution.

2.5.5 Orientation variation

At this point is has been shown that improved image proessing in the pre-FMM

results in a more aurate representation of the grain boundary shape with �ner res-

olution. Conern has foused on boundaries between grains with ompletely distint

sets of di�ration spots, or Σ3 boundaries where there is some amount of overlap.

This is to say that for grainA and grainB whih share a boundary, sine they repre-

sent di�erent diret latties, their Bragg peaks will in all likelihood be independent

of eah other on the detetor plane. Phrased in another way, nf-HEDM ollets pro-

jetions of the diret lattie in reiproal spae. Their reiproal latties will inhabit

their own region of reiproal spae with little overlap. When perturbation of the

real spae lattie hanges rapidly in sample spae (grain boundaries, twin bound-

aries, phase di�erene), FMM is sensitive to the abrupt hanges in reiproal spae.
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The FMM has already been shown to be sensitive to intra-granular orientation vari-

ations espeially in heavily deformed materials [3, 21, 22℄. Given that the real spae

and reiproal spae measurement of grains are done simultaneously in nf-HEDM,

a onsequene of the inrease in spatial resolution due to onstrained peak shapes

might equally signal an inrease in orientation resolution. Constraint of peak shape

also removes instrumental broadening in reiproal spae whih leads to unertainty

in orientation measurement. Signs of improved orientation resolution in deformed

materials will be disussed below in the ontext of a physially observed phenomena

in materials siene using the eletron bak-satter di�ration tehnique (EBSD). On

this basis intragranular misorientation is expeted to depend on image proessing,

and so a null-hypothesis is presented that intragranular features produed through

FMM do not depend on image proessing.

The ase of nf-HEDM orientation resolution has been studied in the trivial ase

of no deformation by way of intergranular misorientation. It would bene�t future de-

formation studies to understand how muh image proessing an improve the ability

to resolve small lattie rotations within grains (intragranular). Numerous studies us-

ing EBSD have attempted to quantify the geometrially-neessary disloation (GND)

or stored energy ontent of individual grains via orientation gradients observations

[23, 24, 25℄. During deformation, researhers have observed subdivision of grains by

fragmentation during deformation asribed to the neessity of mehanial ompati-

bility in tests. Quanti�ation of orientation gradients has been performed in various

ways to obtain damage metris [26, 27℄. Some basi tools for interpreting loal and

long-range lattie distortions inlude the kernel-average misorientation (KAM) and

intra-granular misorientation (IGM). KAM at any given point is de�ned as the aver-

age misorientation with every element in the loal kernel (typially 1

st
or 2

st
nearest

neighbors) inluding only those elements below some threshold misorientation (typ-

ially θc ≤ 5◦) to ignore elements in neighboring grains. IGM at any given point

is de�ned as the misorientation of that element with its assoiated grain's average

orientation. IGM requires every element in an orientation map to be assigned a grain

ID.

Within grains, fragmentation subdivides the grain into subgrains with small mis-

orientations between them. With di�erent orientations, the subgrains deform dif-

ferently from eah other showing small ontinuous lattie rotations indued due to

slip. This has a result of having large (O(0.5− 1.0◦)) KAM values at the boundaries

of subgrains and a disontinuous jump in orientation. Within subgrains, KAM val-

ues are lower than at subgrain boundary, but aross their interior there is a gradual

orientation hange. These qualitative features of deformation will be studied in the

previously shown nikel-superalloy introdued in setion 2.5.3. This partiular sample

is used for this purpose owing to expeted low plasti strain ontent sine it was a

fatigue sample studied away from the rak region.

Qualitatively looking at the gray-sale KAM and IGM plots in �gure 2.21, subgrain

boundaries are easily seen in the top KAM �gure (2.21(a)) while the bottom KAM
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(a) (b) ()

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2.21: A 600µm × 600µm area of a fatigued nikel superalloy analyzed with

KAM and IGM. (a) & (d) shows the KAM for the orientation maps shown in �g.

2.17(a) & 2.17(d), respetively. () & (f) shows the IGM as a salar value in the same

order as the previous pair of �gures. 2.21(b) & 2.21(e) shows the IGM as olored

by Rodrigues vetor in the same order. All �gures are plotted on sale of 0 − 1◦.
Boundary line plotting is onsistent with previous �gures and shown to indiate where

grain boundaries exist.

�gure (2.21(d)) appears to be somewhat random. One expets and noties that high-

KAM values in the top �gure orrespond to walls around similar gray-sale level in

the IGM �gure (2.21()). Within subgrains there appears to be gradual hanges in

gray-sale level. Subgrains are not so easily de�ned in the bottom �gure (2.21(f)).

Returning to �gure 2.19, it is evident that the gradual drop-o� of ost before

boundaries in the ase of the LoG method is due to deviation of the loal orienta-

tion from the grain average. Sine this test was performed assuming a single grain

orientation, the small di�erenes in ost within the grain an be asribed to loal

orientation variations. The absene of this in the original method ase supports the

lowered intragranular orientation resolution.

The enter �gures visually represent how the lattie is hanging orientation within

grains. Common olors depit regions (or voxels) with similar rotation axes from their

grain average. The gradual hange in olors in subgrains represents the ontinuous lat-

tie rotation one expets to see in deformed materials. The fat that regions bounded

by high-KAM values have similar olor in �gure 2.21(b) but appear less orrelated in
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�gure 2.21(e) suggests that the deformation level of this sample is resolvable with the

LoG method but not with the original method.
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Figure 2.22: Cumulative distribution for KAM and IGM taken from the data shown

in �gure 2.21.

Sine the only variable hanged between the two �ts was the image proessing

method, one an ompare the width in KAM distributions to determine an upper-

bound on orientation resolution in this deformed ase. From �gure 2.22 we an �nd

the median (Q2) and standard deviations (σ) of KAM and IGM for the LoG and

original methods (see table 2.2).

Q2KAM σKAM Q2IGM σIGM

LoG 0.12◦ 0.16◦ 0.29◦ 0.32◦

Original 0.22◦ 0.24◦ 0.22◦ 0.19◦

Table 2.2: Median and standard deviation values for measured KAM and IGM.

One would expet given large enough statistis, that the median or mean values of

the KAM distributions would math sine sampling is being done from the same phys-

ial mirostruture; however, this is not the ase. Noting �rst that Q2KAM,Original =
Q2IGM,Original and more de�nitively the red (original) KAM and IGM urves are very

similar, one expets a large median and broader distribution of IGM values than

KAM due to the sales on whih these metris operate. Long-range gradual orien-

tation gradients would manifest themselves by a peaked KAM distribution near the

resolution of the orientation measurement, and a peaked IGM distribution near the

∼ 0.25 × OrientationRange. Only if the intragranular orientation range is below or

at the orientation resolution, will KAM and IGM math. For de�ning orientation

resolution bounds, Q2KAM should be used as opposed to Q2IGM to put an upper-

bound on the orientation resolution. For the LoG ase given that the IGM and KAM

distributions di�er, an upper-bound on intragranular orientation resolution an be
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de�ned at Q2IGM,Original = 0.12◦. This is in good agreement with the previously

quoted intergranular misorientation resolution of the FMM, and suggests that inter-

nal grain features are equally resolvable as grains themselves. For the original ase

given than IGM and KAM distributions are similar, an upper-bound on intragranular

orientation resolution annot be de�ned. Sine omparisons are being made from

the same sample, one onludes that the orientation resolution is dependent on image

proessing.

While arguments to this point have suggested di�erenes between the two results,

a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (ks-test) [28℄ is employed here to validate or invalidate

the null-hypothesis. A P-value is the result from any statistial test whih represents

the likelyhood that a test statisti omes from the observed distribution. First a

ks-test is performed between KAM distribution results via LoG and original method

(�gure 2.22(a)); this results in a rejetion of the null-hypothesis with P-value = 0.

Next a ks-test is performed between IGM distributions between results via LoG and

original method (�gure 2.22(a)); this also results in a rejetion of the null-hypothesis

with P-value = 0. With the null-hypothesis rejeted, we an laim that intragranular

features produed through FMM do depend on image proessing, and those produed

through the LoG method appear to math what has been physially observed in

similarly deformed materials with an independent measurement tehnique (EBSD).

A measurement of an aluminum sample with similar deformation ontent to the

superalloy sample was performed at three di�erents states of annealing [19, 29℄. This

is one of the original in-situ nf-HEDM experiments performed whih showed the

FMM apability to resolve orientation gradients. It was through muh required user-

intervention that optimal redution parameters in the original redution method were

found so as to see orientation gradients of harater similar to those shown in �gure

2.21. KAM and IGM trends were traked as reovery and rerystallization took

plae. As the new method was implemented, further improvement in what ould

be extrated from this dataset was found. Previously unresolved bulk rerystalliza-

tion events were found and validated through observations of the sattering signal

(see setion 2.5.4), and also more physially-representative FMM reonstrution were

returned in terms of the qualitative nature disussed earlier. The di�erenes in re-

onstruted mirostruture for the aluminum aross image proessing was not nearly

as stark as the nikel superalloy presented above. The nikel superalloy was not

redution-parameter-optimized in suh a detailed manner to the aluminum due to

infeasibility of human time required. The nikel superalloy's di�ration images were

proessed in a generi �rule-of-thumb� way that most other samples have been pro-

essed in the past; no user intervention to optimize images, only relying on what has

worked previously as a guide.

To summarize, the result of the FMM's sensitivity to intragranualar orientation

variation is dependent on how the di�ration images are proessed. The LoG method

appears to math (qualitatively) more losely to the expeted physiality of a de-

formed mirostruture. Sine the atual mirostruture does not depend on data
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proessing, one hopes that there is an ability to de�ne a orret result and that the

output of the nf-HEDM mirosope depends only loosely on the initial image pro-

essing details. If the results do depend on the image proessing method, as shown in

this setion, the next natural question would be to quantify by how muh they vary

with detailed parameter variations. The stability in the reonstruted mirostruture

as a funtion of image proessing parameters leads to the next setion.

2.5.6 Sensitivity to redution parameters

To quantify the e�et on the reonstruted mirostuture dependene of image pro-

essing, a study on a �ne-grained, fully-rerystallized nikel superalloy was performed.

A 200µm× 200µm path of sample spae is seleted and grided with 1µm side-width

triangles to be reonstruted while varying the segmentation method (LoG, Origi-

nal), the redution parameter nBaseLine (2, 5, 10), and the redution parameter

fThreshPercent (0.05, 0.1, 0.25). These values span a normal working range of

redution parameters that have been used to proess nf-HEDM images. This rep-

resents a study of ∼ 2 × 3 × 3 × 100k voxels. For eah of the redution methods,

omparisons were made between the varied redution parameter and the baseline ase

(nBaseLine = 2, fThreshPercent = 0.05). Point-by-point misorientation and

point-by-point on�denes were omputed as well as boundary distane moved.
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Figure 2.23: (a) & (b) represent the median on�dene di�erene in the redution

parameter spae of varied nBaseline and fThreshPercent for LoG and original

methods, respetively. () & (d) represents the median misorientation di�erene

in parameter spae. Di�erenes were onsidered against the baseline ase where

nBaseLine = 2, fThreshPercent = 0.05 (upper left tiles) whih is why they are

white (0). In alulating the median on�dene di�erene, values with ∆C ≤ 0.5%
are ignored. For median misorientation di�erenes, values with ∆θ ≤ 1.0◦ are

ignored.

While the trends in mirostruture di�erene as redution parameter is varied is

shown in Figure 2.23 using point-by-point on�dene di�erene and misorientation,

there is little to no signi�ant di�erene at this level. The range in on�dene di�er-

enes aross the parameter spae are only slightly less for the LoG method ompared

to the original (16.7% vs. 19.4%), but most of this is likely due to the removal of
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experimental signal by those redution parameters themselves. The di�erene in mis-

orientation starts o� large (lose to 55◦) near the baseline ase and beomes lower

toward the more extreme redution ase (lower right tiles). This an be attributed to

the fat that Σ3 boundary positions are more sensitive to hanges in redution whih

skews the distribution towards a higher value. When redution parameters are varied

minimally, the ontribution of Σ3 boundary motion is muh larger than normal grain

boundary motion. As the redution parameters are varied to a larger degree, on-

tributions of both Σ3 and regular boundaries are found. In the more extreme ases,

the ontribution of point-to-point misorientation with values ∆θ ≥ 1.0◦ represent

18% and 24% of the total measured area for LoG and original methods, respetively.

This initially appears to be a very large perent of the total area to hange, but the

boundary voxels represent 24% of the total area sine this is a �ne-grained material.
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Figure 2.24: Eah row in order left to right represents the 200µm × 200µm path of reonstruted mirostruture

for nBaseline = 2, fThreshPercent = 0.05, the path for nBaseline = 10, fThreshPercent = 0.25,

point-by-point misorientation of the �rst two mirostrutures with boundaries overlayed for the nBaseline =
10, fThreshPercent = 0.25 reonstrution, and mean boundary distane in the redution parameter spae of varied

nBaseline and fThreshPercent. The 1st row (a)-(d) represents results from the LoG method, and the 2nd row (e)-(h)

represents results for the original method. The sale for () & (g) is in degrees (

◦

); the sale for (d) & (h) is in mirons

(µm).
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While the metris to study mirostruture variation initally presented in Figure

2.23 do not apture any signi�ant hanges between the two image proessing meth-

ods, their quanti�ation of mirostruture and mirostruture di�erenes are some-

what basi. Figure 2.24 represents a better quanti�ation and visual representation

of the mirostruture hange as a funtion of image proessing. Figures 2.24(a) &

2.24(b) present side-by-side the mirostruture returned at the extremes of the re-

dution paramter spae for the LoG method; �gures 2.24(e) & 2.24(f) present that

for the original method. By visual inspetion, one notes the degradation of the mi-

rostruture by way of hashy regions when going from loose redution parameters to

more restritive ones. While some regions su�er as expeted with the loss in signal,

fousing on several sub-regions, one noties subtle di�erenes in boundary positions

as well as grains appearing and disappearing. Figures 2.24() & 2.24(g) shows vi-

sually the di�erene between the two mirostrutures both in boundary moved, new

grain appearane, and grain disappearane. One noties that �gure 2.24() is muh

lighter than �gure 2.24(g) showing little hange in the mirostruture returned even

in extreme hanges in redution parameters. One example of this is the brown twin

within the yellow parent grain in the upper-left region of the orientation maps whose

boundary hanges slightly for the LoG method, but only appears as redution pa-

rameters beome more restritive in the original method. This is manifested by the

large blak stripe within that region in the point-by-point misorientation �gure.

Seeking a more quantitative approah, the degree to whih boundaries move as

redution parameters is studied. Those boundaries whih do not move, de�ned here

as moving less than

1
2
of the voxel size, are ignored. Movement of boundaries is

studied against the baseline ase (nBaseLine = 2, fThreshPercent = 0.05) in
a similar presentation to that in �gure 2.23. Boundary segments are lassi�ed by

the oordinate of their mid-point, and the orientation of the grain on eah side of

the segment. 0.5µm is used as the minimum distane riteria for observable motion;

in an equilateral triangle mesh with side-width, sw, the minimum distane between

any pair of unique mid-points is

1
2
sw. Mathing boundaries from one mirostruture

to another required a minimization of distane between the mid-point of a given

boundary segment in one mirostruture and all others in the other mirostruture

while enforing that the orientations on both sides of the given boundary segment

must math with the segment in the other mirostruture. This is aomplished by

requiring the misorientations to both be ≤ 0.5◦.

Of those boundary segments that had moved more than 0.5µm, their mean value

is found and shown as a funtion of redution method and redution parameters

in �gures 2.24(d) & 2.24(h). Movement of between 50% to 90% of boundaries is

found for eah method depending on redution parameters, with 90% moved when

nBaseLine = 10 and fThreshPercent = 0.25. The �gures learly show that

distane moved as redution parameters are varied is muh less for the LoG method.

Mean distanes between boundaries in di�erent ases with the LoG method vary

between 1.1 to 1.4 µm, while the original method varies between 1.6 and 2.2 µm.
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The range of mean distanes moved is 0.3µm for the LoG method and 0.6µm for the

original method, again indiating stability in mirostruture returned for the LoG

method. Mean distanes between orresponding boundaries aross redution method

are alulated between �gures 2.24(a) & 2.24(e) as well as �gures 2.24(b) & 2.24(f)

resulting in ∆d = 2.12µm and ∆d = 1.17µm, respetively.

In this setion, a study of mirostruture di�erene as redution method and

parameters varied was presented. Quantifying the di�erenes involved measuring dis-

tanes moved as redution type was varied. It was found that overall mirostruture

hange was minimal for the LoG method aross a large range of redution parameter

as ompared to the original method. The fat that the LoG method results in a more

stable returned mirostruture (less sensitive to image proessing) suggests it repre-

sents more faithfully the atual measured mirostruture. Sine nf-HEDM is thought

of as a mirostruutural mirosope, one an liken the LoG method as a lens with

sharper fous and larger foal depth than the original method.

2.6 Conlusion

In this hapter, the importane of image proessing and segmentation to the near-

�eld High Energy X-ray Di�ration Mirosopy (nf-HEDM) experiment pipeline was

motivated. The salient features of nf-HEDM images was disussed. The original

method of segmentation was reviewed. Disussion of the type of errors in image

segmentation and how they might a�et the output of the Forward Modeling Method

(FMM) proeeded. A guideline was presented showing the requirements to upgrade

the segmentation method whih would aommodate robust high through-put while

inorporating salient sattering features into the method.

The Zero-Cross Laplaian of Gaussian (LoG) method, implemented in C++ with

MPI apability was introdued to solve some of the original method's de�ienies.

The remaining parts of the hapter involved a side-by-side omparison of the newly

proposed method and the original method. Initially an example of how this new

method operates on images was shown and resulting segmentation of the same image

with both methods was ompared. At this point, laims of better segmentation via

the LoG method ould only be validated in the ontext of omparing resulting FMM

reonstrutions whih would indiate segmented signal was onsistent with single

rystals di�ration in a polyrystalline material.

Comparisons began at a oarse mirostrutural level being examined and pro-

eeded into a more �ne detailed look. The LoG method was shown to have improved

sensitivity to grain boundary position by way of more rapid derease in spot over-

lap. The LoG's ability to extrat enough signal in deformed materials allowed for

mirostruture to be suessfully reonstruted with FMM when previously it failed.

Improved spatial resolution was found for the LoG method by looking at how bound-

ary positions varied from an expeted physial phenomena, the oherent Σ3. With

improved spatial resolution, naturally smaller features would be expeted to be found.
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This was shown in an anedotal way but follows logially from the previous observa-

tion. Arguments for better spatial resolution due to more better de�ned di�ration

spots led to disussion on how these result in a possible sensitivity inrease in re-

iproal spae. Intragrangular orientation variation was studied, and generally more

physial-looking IGM and KAM maps were returned when using the LoG method.

Due to the di�erenes seen in FMM results depending on the way di�ration images

were segmented, mirostruture variation with segmentation routine and parameters

was investigated to see how sensitive the resulting mirostruture was to redution

parameters. The LoG method was found to result in a muh more stable mirostru-

ture even as redution parameters were varied. These studies and observation make it

lear that improved image segmentation is bene�ial to the already robust FMM and

that the original method should be abandoned and replaed with the LoG method

in all ases of nf-HEDM experiments. Constrained inputs to the FMM method do

indeed produe higher �delity results. The improved speed and �exibility in handling

various types of materials studied makes user intervention minimal at this stage of the

data proessing pipeline and allows for more time to be spent atually doing siene.

At this stage in development, nf-HEDM and FMM, experiment through meshed

result, is not a blak-box from whih �ne detailed results an be produed without

any knowledge of the inner workings. Various automation, suh as the proposed

advaned segmentation method, is being developed to eliminate user intervention or

expertise when not neessary. It is the author's opinion that this will never beome

a fully-roboti tehnique (drop and measure), but it will beome less and less of a

heroi feat to do a detailed non-destrutive mirostrutural investigation.
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Chapter 3

Plasti Deformation of HCP

Zironium

3.1 Introdution

Charaterizing and understanding of material properties (e.g. eletrial or thermal

ondutivity, magneti permeability, Young's modulus, refrative index, et.) are es-

sential to appliability in modern industry and tehnology. For a partiular purpose,

a seleting the appropriate material is based in one or few of these properties and how

they an be modi�ed to suit the desired purpose. One example of this would be the

use of silion for transistors beause of its sensitivity to eletrial ondutivity hange

as a funtion of doping [30℄. The entire eletronis industry is prediated on this

single material property of silion � its eletrial ondutivity. Various tehniques

or instruments are reated for measuring these properties; proessing methods are

developed to modify and typially enhane those properties. Through muh hara-

terization large materials databases have been ompiled and make deision on whih

material to use for a spei� purpose. Researh and development to understand how

proessing a�ets these properties allows for optimization of the material. Seletion

and re�nement of a material for the targeted funtion is only possible with these kinds

of studies and an lead to monumental breakthroughs in applicability.

The urrent importane of zironium and its alloys lies in its small absorption

ross-setion (σA) of thermal neutrons. This property allows for thermal neutrons to

pass through virtually undisturbed. Zironium's permeability to thermal neutrons

makes it an ideal for ladding to surround fuel rods in nulear power plants. The

ladding allows for �ssion to our within without the ladding itself beoming ra-

dioative. One of the initial stages in nulear ore meltdowns our when internal

high-pressures tear the ladding away from the radioative ore [31℄.

Controlling tensile fores that ould ultimately lead to ore rupture depends on

proper interloks to prevent marosopially unfavorable internal pressures. Engi-

neering to produe spei�ally textured ladding taking advantage of the rystal
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anisotropy ould provide larger working ranges for safe operation. The ability to

engineer this advaned ladding would require better fundamental understanding of

rystal plastiity at the polyrystalline level as well as manufaturing tehniques to

generate desired textures. Re�nement of models through experimental validation are

ritial in this goal. The advanement of grain-boundary engineered (GBE) materials

then presents a reasonable development yle that ould be emulated.

In this hapter, an in-situ study of the bulk polyrystalline response of zironium

to tensile deformation is presented. Near-�eld High Energy X-ray Di�ration Mi-

rosopy (nf-HEDM) is used to measure the same volume of material as it undergoes

inreasing levels of plasti deformation. Investigation into mirostruture evolution is

disussed both at the global mirostruture level, grain-to-grain (or grain boundary)

interation level, and single grain level. Results will be plaed in ontext with previ-

ously observed texture development, expeted single rystal behavior, and omparison

with polyrystalline miromehanis simulations.

3.2 Crystal elastiity simulation

The way in whih a polyrystal deforms depends on many variables suh as its ori-

entation, its neighbor orientation, and the resulting loal stress state. Depending

on the mirostruture grain ensemble, there are innumerable on�gurations of stress

distribution in eah grain that an satisfy the overall marosopi stress onstraints.

Sine nf-HEDM output urrently does not resolve the strain tensor and thus an-

not determine the stress tensor, a purely elasti FFT-based polyrystal mehanis

models [32℄ is employed to estimate the stress state for eah individual point in the

experimentally measured mirostruture.

To perform the elasti FFT alulation, the voxelized S0 data is onverted onto a

retangular-grid of omparable mesh resolution with element sizes (2.18µm × 2.18µm
× 4µm). The appropriate input �le format is a list of grid elements (one per line)

indiating orientation, position, grain ID, and phase: [φ1,i Φi φ2,i xi yi zi GIDi

Nph,i]. The resulting input struture represents 512 × 512 × 50 elements. Material

elastiity properties are also supplied inluding the shear modulus (µ), bulk modulus

(K), Young's modulus (E), and the symmetri sti�ness tensor (Cijkl). These single

rystal material properties will guide the simulation in equilibrating the marosopi

stress applied. The elasti FFT method will produe the stress and strain state

of eah element through an iterative proess that allows the mirostruture stress

to equilibrate to the imposed marosopi stress. Figure 3.1 presents a few of the

grains. A single omponent of the strain tensor (ǫ22) is presented to illustrate the

output that is generated from the simulation. There is a notieable variation in strain

(and stress) between grains and also within grains. Due to the single rystal elasti

anisotropy, di�erent grains are expeted to bear di�erent amounts the overall stress

aording their orientation, and this �gure presents that ase. Up until this point in

this doument, any referene to τRSS has been alulated under the assumption of
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a homogenous stress state in all grains that is equivalent to the marosopi stress.

Clearly this assumption is naïve, and this simulation should provide a more reliable

representation of the internal grain stresses. Several experiments have validated the

model [33, 34℄.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: (a) Some of the grains input to the 3D mirostruture simulation. (b) One

of omponents of the elasti strain tensor returned by the simulation. Loal strains

are returned for every Fourier grid point in the mirostruture.

3.3 Motivation

The study of plasti deformation of polyrystals annot proeed without �rst treat-

ing the ase of single rystals. In the hapter, Miller indies will be used to de�ne

spei� rystal diretions, [uvw], or the family of symmetrially equivalent diretions

< uvw >. Similarly, spei� rystal planes are de�ned as (hkl), or family of planes,

hkl. For HCP materials, sometimes a 4-index onvention is used with non-orthogonal

diretion suh that diretions are labeled as [uvtw] or < uvtw >, and planes labeled

as (hkil) or hkil. Elastiity is the reversible streth and shear of the lattie; plastiity

is deformation is the irreversible. One reognizes that the material properties depend

on the orientation of the lattie and is enompassed by the term �rystal anisotropy�.

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 represent inverse pole �gures (IPF) for the variation in resolved

shear stress (RSS,τRSS) on a partiular slip system depending on rystal orientation

using Shmid`s Law [35℄.

τRSS = cos(θ) cos(φ) σ = m σ (3.1)

In this ase, σ is onstant (100 MPa). θ and φ are the angles between slip diretion

and tensile diretion, and slip plane normal and tensile diretion. The produt of

the osines of those angles (m) is the Shmid fator whih an vary from [-0.5 0.5℄

owing to the orthogonality of slip systems. For fae-entered ubi (FCC) metals in

�gure 3.2 and away from extreme values, τ will vary by a fator of roughly 1.4. For
hexagonal lose-paked (HCP) zironium in �gure 3.3 and away from extreme values,

τ will vary by a fator of roughly 7. Numerous single rystal tension and ompression
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experiments are performed to determine the ritial resolved shear stress of a given

slip system (τCRSS, a material onstant) and also validate Shmid`s Law. Due to this

large di�erene in RSS depending on diretion of applied fore, zironium is onsidered

more mehanially anisotropi (shows more anisotropy for this mehanial property).

Zironium is more anisotropi in other lattie properties as well, and typially lower

symmetry latties tend to exhibit more pronouned anisotropi e�ets.
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Figure 3.2: IPF indiating the RSS on one or several slip system depending on the

diretion of applied fore for a typial FCC metal. IPF plots are shown in the lattie

frame. White lines represent the inherent rystal symmetry planes. The horizontal

diretion orresponds to the [001℄, vertial to the [010℄, and out-of-the-page to the

[001℄. (a) is an IPF of RSS values for a single slip diretion and planes. (b) is an

IPF of RSS values for all FCC slip systems, slip in the <11̄0> diretion and on

{111} planes (denoted {111}<11̄0>). Note the 24 opies of symmetri stereographi

standard triangles in (b).

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 demonstrate the level of anisotropy in yielding for FCC metals

ompared with HCP zironium. Due to the fat that τCRSS is the same for all ative

slip systems for FCC metals, there are partiular orientations favorable for every

slip system. For HCP zironium, �gure 3.3(e) shows that pyramidal<a> has no

orientation favorable for its ativation revealing that this type of slip is expeted to

be suppressed. Orientations that favor pyramidal<a> overlap heavily with those that

favor prismati slip, but τCRSS,pyramidal<a> ≈ 2.5 × τCRSS,prismatic. When stresses

are applied roughly perpendiular to the -axis([0001℄), the prismati τCRSS riteria

will be reahed before any other slip system has generated su�ient RSS to beome

ative.

Above is a single rystal example of material property dependene on mirostru-

ture is the Hall-Peth e�et [36, 37℄. This observed phenomena �nds the yield point

in a stress-strain urve for polyrystalline material to depend linearly on the inverse

square root of average grain diameter of the mirostruture (σy ∝ d−
1

2
) [38℄. Com-
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Figure 3.3: IPF indiating the RSS on several slip system depending on the diretion

of applied fore for zironium. (a) is IPF of RSS values for all prismati slip systems

<21̄1̄0> and {011̄0}. (b) is IPF of RSS values for all basal slip systems <112̄0> and

{0001}. () is IPF of RSS values for all pyramidal<a> slip systems <112̄0> and

{101̄1}. (d) is IPF of RSS values for all tensile twin systems <1̄011> and {101̄2}.
Note the 12 opies of symmetri stereographi standard triangles in (a)�(d). Given

the redundany in showing symmetrially-equivalent standard triangles, typially a

single triangle is plotted with the remaining implied. This will be the standard on-

vention for IPFs later in the hapter. (e) shows the single standard triangle with

graysale value denoting whih slip system will ativate �rst depending on orienta-

tion and weighted by τCRSS of the di�erent slip systems. White (0) orresponds to

pyramidal<a> slip, gray (1) to basal slip, and blak (2) to prismati slip.

plementary to the �ndings of yield strength dependene on rystal orientation, the

Hall-Peth e�et demonstrates that grain size, and most likely shape, need to also

One reognizes that a polyrystal does not deform as N-independent single grains

would deform. Stress and strain ompatibility at grain boundaries requires shape

hange and fore transfer. Models with either marosopi stress or strain assump-

tions have been developed (Taylor, Sahs, Taylor-Bishop-Hill[TBH℄) whih predit

a grain's deformation within its polyrystal framework [39, 40, 41, 42℄. The Taylor

model assumes iso-strain for all grains in the polyrystalline aggregate leading to a

grain stress state that represents the ontribution of weighted multiple slip systems
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that minimizes the work performed by the strain. Boundaries are preserved but stress

ontinuity annot be imposed. The Sahs model, on the other hand, assume iso-stress

for all grains in the polyrystalline aggregate leading to single slip ativation by CRSS

riteria. Boundaries are not preserved but stress ontinuity is guaranteed [43℄.

The development of more modern omputationally-based rystal plastiity mod-

eling has helped overome the assumptions required with earlier models. These new

models make no assumption about individual grain stress or strain from marosopi

boundary onditions. These marosopi onditions are applied, and loal stress and

strain onditions are found iteratively while obeying stress and strain ompatibility

within the grain-to-grain network. One of these methods is rystal plastiity �nite-

element (CPFE) modeling [44℄. This is simply appliation of rystal plastiity rules

in the on�nes of a meshed struture. FE modeling is urrently extremely suess-

fully pratied in aademi and industrial researh at prediting stresses, heat �ow,

dynamis, et of designed simulated parts before reation and distribution. It is uti-

lized so heavily due to being based on sound physial models whih in this ase are

physial laws (Newton's laws, laws of thermodynamis). The rystal plastiity fast

Fourier transform (CP-FFT) method relies on omputation time saved by onverting

a onvolution integral into a produt in Fourier spae [32℄. Its temporal improvement

over traditional CPFE allows one to potentially investigate larger more representa-

tive mirostruture volumes with the same spatial resolution as CPFE while having

shorter runtimes. It is through experimental validation that on�dene in CP models

an be ahieved.

Phenomenology guiding simulations de�nes the urrent approah of mirostru-

ture researh. The physial phenomenology of various deformation mehanisms is

understood through numerous empirial observations. Single rystal properties are

well understood; it is how they interat as polyrystalline materials that is not om-

pletely straightforward. More sophistiated modeling tehniques are urrently being

developed with need for aess to 3D data for validation. Reent developments in

non-destrutive experimental mirostruture mapping tehniques, suh as nf-HEDM,

are apable of providing alibration and validation of models at multiple steps of

mirostruture evolution. The experiment here an de�ne the physially observed

progression while the model an try to repliate and predit the mirostruture trans-

formation.

Further the present study of deformation evolution in HCP zironium might pro-

vide insight for future modeling e�orts in other HCP metals of interest. Given the

lak of available non-destrutive 3D mirostruture data and limited on-going researh

on HCP metals, results might have while potentially more wide-spread bene�ts to

the entire �eld. Looking forward from an engineering perspetive, lightweight HCP

magnesium is expeted to overtake aluminum in many strutural apaities. Under-

standing deformation mehanisms then in HCP metals will be ruial given the strong

anisotropi e�ets.
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3.4 Sample preparation

One of drawbaks to performing synhroton experiments that the ratio of atual

experiment time to preparation time is low. Targeted experiments are performed

usually with one or two beam time alloations. Waiting time from proposal submission

to beam time an take multiple run yles whih amounts to months or even years.

For this reason, a onsiderable amount of preparation is performed to obtain initial

mirostrutures suitable and appropriate for measurement. If most sientists were

only given a few days per year to ollet data rather than having the option of

repeating measurements daily in their own lab, onsiderable are would be taken to

pik the best sample for measurement. This rational is the reason for the onsiderable

amount of initial preparation and lead-time that were used for this experiment.

A plate of lok-rolled high purity (99.95%) zironium was obtained initially for

testing purposes from Los Alamos National Laboratory. The plate measured approx-

imately 175mm in diameter and 9mm in height. Two small 400µm square ross-

setion samples were ut from the plate to determine the as-reeived mirostruture

properties of the plate (grain size and texture).

These samples were measured at APS using the nf-HEDM setup in August 2010.

One sample was measured with no annealing treatment to �nd the as-reeived prop-

erties. The other was annealed in a quartz-tube furnae setup while �owing forming

gas (97%N2, 3%H2) for 1 hour at T = 850◦C. This temperature was hosen beause

the homologous temperature (fration of melting temperature) for rerystallization is

typially taken as TH = 0.4; T was hosen slightly above this suh that T=0.5Tmelt

[45℄. This would ensure that if substantial deformation was initially present, large

grains would be present in this sample.
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Figure 3.4: (a) shows single sattering image for as-reeived zironium. (b) shows for

the sample annealed for 1 hour at 850

◦
C.

From �gure 3.4, the two samples showed very di�erent underlying mirostrutures.

Figure 3.4(a) shows essentially a powder di�ration pattern when sample size to de-
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tetor distanes are of the same order; this is the near �eld operating regime. Figure

3.4(b) shows one very large peak and a few small spots. By analyzing just the size of

the large peak, its width is roughly the size of the entire sample. FMM reonstru-

tions on�rmed this fat, the annealing shedule was at too high temperature for too

long resulting in a mostly single rystal piee of zironium. This measurement and

reonstrution represented the �rst suessful venturing of nf-HEDM into non-ubi

materials (no small feat).

After onsiderable are was taken to put in plae software required to analyze

HCP materials, an annealing shedule still needed to be determined to produe poly-

rystalline zironium. One ould perform this task through a series of optial mi-

rosopy of polished surfaes after annealing or EBSD measurements; however the

longer lead-times allowed for using residual beam time to haraterize a few more

prepared samples with sample anneal times but lower temperatures (600

◦
C and 750

◦
C

). These samples were 750µm diameter zironium ylinders obtained by eletri dis-

harge mahining (EDM). A single nf-HEDM layer measurement was performed on

eah of these samples shown in �gure 3.5. Eah layer measurement required roughly

30 minutes of beam time. This short measurement provided onsiderable alibration

on how to obtain desired grain sizes. Initial analysis of the di�ration spots leads to

an estimate of ∼ 20µm grain sizes for the 600

◦
C sample, while the analysis for the

700

◦
C measurement estimates ∼ 200µm grain sizes. Ultimately the grains obtained

by 600

◦
C might be too small to resolve orientation gradient development during de-

formion, while 700

◦
C would not provide enough grains in the volume to onstitute a

large statistial sampling of mirostruture boundaries to investigate.

While waiting several months to do a grain size versus annealing shedule study

seems ompletely infeasible, this was ompletely overome by the e�ieny in whih

it yielded results. The total amount of human time required for generating sam-

ple, performing anneals, olleting di�ration images, and analyzing results was on

O(101Hr); Performing the same study with optial mirosopy or EBSD would have

taken O(100Month). The expertise gained and availability of synhrotron x-rays al-

lowed for this study to be performed with little e�ort. The ability to absorb suh large

lead-time to perform studies also helps. As a result, 650

◦
C for 1 hour was hosen as

the �nal anneal shedule for samples to be used in the in-situ deformation experiment.

3.5 nf-HEDM ompliant load frame

In this setion, the design and building of an in-situ miromehanial load frame is

presented that omplies with the nf-HEDM geometry while allowing all goals of the

experiment to be aheived unhindered. Some of the neessary requirements put forth

inluded

1. Radial footprint < 150mm. HEDM experiment is a rotating rystal method

whih implies the main parts of the entire apparatus with rotate above or below
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Figure 3.5: (a) and () shows single satterings image for the sample annealed for 1

hour at 600

◦
C and 700

◦
C, respetively. (b) and (d) show the reonstruted orientation

maps linked to (a) and ().

the x-ray plane (in this ase, below). To avoid hitting the detetor housing below

during rotation, the entire frame needed to have a ompat rotational footprint.

This restrition ould not be relaxed without a omplete redesign of the detetor

housing.

2. Total height < 200mm. Constraints on the height of the mehanial frame

ome from the �xed verital position of the x-ray plane and the stak of motor-

ized stages below it on the lowered optial benh. This restrition ould not be

relaxed without replaing tearing down the experiment, removing or replaing

translation and rotation omponents, and ompletely realibrating the entire

setup.
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3. Total weight < 100N . This represents the total weight allowed on the trans-

lation stages that would hold the load frame before ausing mehanial damage

to the motor teeth.

4. Enhaned x-ray transpareny through load bearing element (LBE).

Previously deformation experiments used a semi-transparent erami LBE whih

produed added bakground on the detetor. During deformation signal dimishes,

this is an attempt to maximize signal-to-noise redution as plasti deformation

proeeds.

5. Minimal thikness of LBE. nf-HEDM requires rotation-axis-to-detetor dis-

tanes ∼ 5-10mm puts an upper-bound on LBE's outer radius (OR) ≤ 5mm.

Pratially, this should be loser to 2-3mm. The largest OR erami LBE would

break at desired higher loads.

6. Maximum fore delivered ≈ 200N . Interest in traking ∼ 1mm zironium

samples from an initially undeformed state through dutile failure yields a min-

imum fore requirement due to the material's ultimate tensile strength (UTS)

and minimum ross-setional area probed.

7. Strain displaement steps . 1µm. Interest in mapping elasti strains at

expeted experimental resolution (

∆L
L0

= ǫ = 10−3
) requires displaement

ontrol at or below this value.

8. Fore sensitivity. Better monitoring on loading allows for determination of

the onset of yielding. Experimental fore-displaement (stress-strain) urves are

neessary for determining modelling parameters later.

Items 1�4 represent the main geometri and x-ray onsiderations put forth by

the nf-HEDM setup. Items 5 and 8 represent the requirements relating to induing

plasti deformation in ≈ 1mm size zironium samples.

Before this load frame was designed and onstruted, a deision was made whether

this new apparatus was neessary. At this point, a nf-HEDM ompliant load frame

existed whih was used in previous opper tensile experiments [21, 22℄; however, these

experiments had been performed on samples of ≤ 250µm diameter with opper whih

is a relatively soft material. Ultimately this apparatus ould not meet the needs of

items 3 and 5, it ould only provide up to 10N of fore (max). For a zironium

sample, this would restrit the measured ross-setional area of a sample to be very

small (reff ≈ 100µm).

See �gures 3.6 and 3.7 for better illustration of the load frame and sample geom-

etry. The general load frame design an be desribed as a 4-post age with stepper

motor enlosed to provide tensile fores/strains. A fore sensor is attahed to the

motor. A 4.0mm hole lies at the enter of the top plate of the age. A hollow ylin-

der (2.83mm ID, 4.0mm OD) with part of its side ut-away is attahed to the fore
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sensor and one end lies above the top plate through the hole. An x-ray transparent

beryllium LBE tube with same OD and ID is plaed above this. Another similar

hollow tube of shorter length is plae above the beryllium with one side tapered to

aept the sample. The sample is then slide through this stak of tubes, a dowel pin

is then slid through the ut-away of the �rst tube and the radial hole at the bottom

of the sample. The stepper motor is moved up, moving the entire stak up until the

dowel pin ontats the top plate. As the stak is driven further up pushing the top

part of the sample upward, the �xed dowel pin keeps the bottom part of the sample

�xed. The main mehanial omponents of this load frame (pillars, plates, sample,

beryllium tube, and tube with ut-away) were tested virtually using ABAQUS [46℄

before fabriation.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: Load frame design �gures. (a) shows the drawing for the 4-post load frame

age with sample and load bearing sleeve. The bottom plate is mounted diretly to

the nf-HEDM setup. Not pitured is the fore generating stepper-motor and fore

sensor whih sit between the two posts and is mounted to the bottom plate. (b) shows

a lose-up representation of the sample and sleeve design with pin inserted.

The bulk of the design involved around obtaining a �ne step resolution, lightweight,

and ompat z-stage to generate tensile fores; the rest of the design onerned build-

ing a framework around this stage. For this purpose, an OWIS HVM-200 elevator

stage was purhased with spei�ations

Radial footprint = 144mm
Height at full extension = 59mm
Weight = 50N
Max fore = 200N
Full-step resolution = 2µm
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(a)

(b)

()

Figure 3.7: (a) and (b) shows the digital and physial sample. () shows the meha-

nism devised to allow for tensile fore reversal.

whih ful�lled items 1�3, 6, and 7. Also a 20mm length beryllium tube of S-200F

grade with ID of 2.83mm and OD of 4.0mm was order and mahined by Materion.

Beryllium was hosen to be the LBE due to its high strength-to-weight ratio and also

low Z value whih makes it transparent to high energy x-rays. The thikness of the

beryllium was onservatively hosen suh that it ould withstand up to 1500N in its

elasti regime; given the sample itself an only support ≈ 200N and the stage an

only provide this muh fore, the beryllium LBE is guaranteed to stay below 15% of

its yield strength (YS). This somewhat extreme safety preaution was taken to avoid

entire hazardous material ontainment of the experimental huth if it broke. Use of

beryllium over the original erami LBE aomplish items 4�6. Finally a Transduer

Tehniques MPL-75 load ell was utilized with range up to 335N and sensitivity of

0.67N aomplishing item 8. All of the parts were designed suh that the breaking

of the sample nek would provide a fail-safe mehanism to avoid damaging any of

ritial omponents the apparatus.
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3.6 Deformation experiment

A few zironium samples of geometry and were mahined and annealed in preparation

of beam time at the APS in August 2011. Measurement of the a single speimen

proeeded starting on August 14

th
at 9:30PM until August 20

th
at 9:00AM with a

single beam shutdown on the 16

th
. Typial shutdown days for the APS are Tuesday,

and when an experiment begins on a Wednesday users have the advantage of installing

their apparatus when there is no beam being delivered. This has the advantage of not

wasting any preious x-ray time. Sine apparatus installation requires several hours

and this experiment started on a Sunday, the load frame was installed in the B-huth

(APS-1ID-B) on the shutdown day, August 2

th
, to maximize usage of alloated beam

time.

The x-ray energy was set to 64.351 keV as a ompromise between ompeting fa-

tors. Unlike onventional lab x-ray soures whose energy is linked to di�erenes in

energy of a target's eletron shells, synhrotron radiation uses tunable period undu-

lators allowing for seletion of appropriate energy. The quantum e�ieny of the 20

µm thin LuAG (Al5Lu3O12) sintillator used in this experimental setup was found to

be peaked at ∼ 50keV, however, zironium (Z=40) is found to have an attenuation

length (

1
e
) = 250µm at this energy. This would amount to ((1

e
)4 ≃ 1.8%) x-rays

being transmitted by a 1mm zironium sample. The attenuation length of zironium

doubles to 500µm at 64.351 keV leading to a 14% transmission rate. This is an e2

improvement at the ost of sintillating e�ieny. Further, x-ray absorption tomog-

raphy will su�er, if not fail, when attempting to image through many

1
e
lengths of

material. For this reason, 64.351keV was seleted as the operating x-ray energy.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: X-ray absorption images of the top (a) and bottom (b) �duial marks

used to measure the gauge length. A red mark indiates the observed �duial mark.

Note in the image, blak represents no attenuation.

Prior to any loading, the zironium piee was measured using 1mm tall x-ray

absorption tomography in a sequene of 10 white �eld images, 10 dark �eld images,

901 still-ation images from -90

◦
to 90

◦
in 0.2

◦
step, and a �nal 10 more white �eld

images. Exposure times for tomography images were 0.14s. Then 50 layers of nf-

HEDM data were olleted with spaing of 4µm between layers (S0). The layers
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Strain State Nek length (L) Fore reading Ymax Ymin Tomomax Tomomin

mm N µm µm pixel pixel

0 2.094 0 126 -74 1554 1689

1 2.106 41 130 -68 1516 1650

2 2.172 109 98 -102 1520 1655

3 2.192 106 96 -105 1519 1655

Table 3.1: nf-HEDM measurement volume and onditions for the 4 states of deforma-

tion and their orrespondene in absorption tomography measurements. Nek length

was determined as the distane between two �duial marks that marked the end of

the gauge setion shown in �gure 3.8. Ymax represents the position of the �rst HEDM

layer (z1) measured with respet to the minimum ross-setional area of the neked

region whih is approximately the same as the mid-point between the �duials. Ymin

represents the position of the last HEDM layer (z50) measured with respet to the

minimum ross-setional area of the neked region. Tomomax and Tomomin are the

pixel rows that math diretly to z1 and z50, respetively. Higher pixel row values

orrespond to lower physial positions on the sample.

were olleted at either 2 (or 3) detetor distanes whih were 5.3, 7.3, (and 9.3)

mm. Measurement at eah detetor distane onsisted of 180 images pertaining to

180 ontiguous sweeps of δω = 1◦. Exposure time for eah image was 4.5s. In the

S0 state, measurement proeeded about the mid-point between the �duials whih

is 50µm below the true mid-point of the gauge setion as de�ned by smallest ross-

setional area. This fat was determined after S1 and measurement volumes were

adjusted to be symmetri about that point. The sample was then subjeted then

loaded by upward motion produed by the stepper motor. The displaement of the

sample was then held �xed while x-ray measurement took plae so this was a stop-

ation measurement. This 1st loaded measurement onstituted the S1 state. Another

1mm tomography measurement was made, and 50 nf-HEDM slies were taken about

the same point as in S0. The sample was pulled further, tomography was taken, and 50

more slies olleted this time about the true mid-point of the gauge setion (S2). The

sample was driven even further at whih point hange in fore per unit step beame

negative indiating the sample was well into the plasti regime. Di�ration spots

had shown signi�ant smearing at S2 and beame worse at this point. Tomography

was taken and 50 nf-HEDM layers olleted about the true mid-point. With only ∼
12 hours remaining of beam time and not enough to ollet another state, 11 layers

were mapped at 25µm spaing below the measured region to potentially map out

strain level as a funtion of distane from the neking point. Finally the sample was

pulled several more times with only tomography measurements made to trak the

sample shape. Note that tomography measurements of 1mm height only required

15 minutes to run whereas the nf-HEDM di�ration volume of 200µm required 16

hours. The sample was pulled until �nally breaking with a total of 10 intermediate
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tomography measurements taken. Correlation between the on-set of void formation

with the initial mirostruture measured in S0�S3 is disussed in setion 3.14. Large

voids were apparent visually during olletion of the �nal tomographi san.

The remaining setions in this hapter will present and disuss results from this

data olletion.

3.7 FMM Results and Grain Network

Di�ration images olleted for the 4 x 50 layers plus the extra 11 layers were initially

redued by the original image proessing method. The output was direted into

the FMM routine for orientation map reonstrution. FMM routines were originally

oneptualized and implemented by R. M. Suter in the form of analysis ode alled

xdmmpi (X-ray Di�ration Mirosropy-MPI), and further advaned by S. F. Li as

IeNine. Experimental geometry was optimized via parameter monte-arlo routines.

First initial S0 state was reonstruted layer by layer to a equaliteral triangle grid of

sidewidth 2.81µm. Eah map had 240k voxels of independently assigned orientations;
the entire volume onsists of 12M spatially-resolved orientations. Due to reent speed-

ups in the FMM reonstrution algorithm [3℄, eah layer in the S0 state required 1k

CPU-hr. Eah orientation was �t using sattering vetors up to a | ~Q|max of 8Å

−1
.

For most orientations, this riterion meant that eah orientation returned from the

FMM routines uses ∼100 di�ration projetions.

Reonstrutions of the 50 layers of S1 were produed in the same way (240k voxels
at 2.81µm grid resolution using 1k CPU-hr). Considerable plasti deformation had

been initiated at S2 requiring muh longer reonstrution times. Initially little of

the S2 volume would reonstrut neessitating some of the work presented in hapter

2. After that development, the di�ration images were re-proessed. A few layers

(z1, z24, z5) in S2 were reonstruted to this resolution but at a ost of 25k CPU-

hr per layer. The remaining layers were �t to a oarser 5.63µm grid resolution.

Reonstrutions of the 50 layers of S3 were produed in the same way as S2 (60k
voxels at 5.63µm grid resolution using 2.5k CPU-hr). Some spei� targeted grain

neighborhoods eventually required �ner resolution reonstrutions in S2 and S3; these

sub-regions were also reonstruted at 2.81µm grid resolution.Figure 3.9 shows the

FMM reonstrutions of the true mid-point of the gauge setion from S0�S3. Those

shown are z37 in S0, z37 in S1, z24 in S2, and z24 in S3 whih is onsistent with

the volume mapping provided in table 3.1. Visual orrespondene between the four

orientation maps seems to indiate that nominally the same layer of material has

been traked aross deformation states. Sine this is the layer at smallest sample

ross-setion, it should represent the region of highest stress.
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(a) (b) () (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 3.9: (a)-(h) Reonstruted maps of a single layer of the Zr mirostruture in four di�erent strain states. The

irular shadow in (d) is due to an error in entering of the sample whih lead to the upper right portion in the �gure

passing out of the x-ray beam as it rotated through the 180

◦

measurement range. Blak lines are drawn between

neighboring voxels that have ≥5◦ misorientation, thus outlining grain boundaries in (a)-(d) and also indiating the onset

of intragranular orientation variations in (e)-(h). The highlighted grain forms two {1012}-type tensile twins by S2 and

these twins have inreased volume in S3. Green lines in state S0 and S1 orrespond to boundaries between the parent

grain and all of its neighbors in this plane. Red lines in state S2 and S3 orrespond to boundaries between the parent

grain and neighbors, while green lines represent boundaries satisfying the twin misorientation relation 85.2

◦<101̄0>

within a 2.5

◦

misorientation for eah boundary segment. Two other grains in this setion form twins as well.

6
5
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Figure 3.10: Sattering images of the same layer and rotation interval at di�erent

detetor distanes in S0. (a)�(b) were taken at L=5.3mm, while ()�(d) were taken

at L=7.3mm. (b) and (d) are zoomed in regions of (a) and (). Red lines outline

the redued data that is input into the FMM reonstrution. Green dots are plaed

where the reonstruted mirostruture plaes sattering.

To ompare how well the returned mirostruture repliates the sattering whih

was olleted experimentally, one an generate the simulated sattering and overlay

on top of the original sattering images as shown in �gure 3.10. While the on�dene

metri proves to be useful at quikly asertaining �t quality, there an be ases of

arti�ially high on�dene when reonstrution quality is poor. This hek provides

assurane that grain shapes returned do in fat math losely to shapes observed in

the di�ration images.

Data mining an proeed on the stak of 50 reonstruted layers for eah state

or this olletion of mirostruture an be redued into a grain network struture.

Choosing the the later option, a grain map is de�ned by de�ning spatially onneted

(lustered) voxels with some similarity, in this ase orientation, and de�ning them

olletively as a grain. Here a grain has average properties inluding volume, enter-

of-mass position, and average orientation. Considering that the FMM makes no

assumptions about the existene of grains, post-proessing like this must be performed

to obtain the grain network (GN), or grain graph (GG). Heneforth, all utilities

developed to study grain network onnetedness were developed in C++ with use of

the XDM + + library. XDM + + is an in-house library primarily developed by S.

F. Li with synergy between FMM reonstrution formats (.mi �les), mi voxel grid,

rystal orientation support, and onneted omponent analysis through the C++�

boost library.

After onstruting a GN from the mirostruture data, its representation is ∼ 104

times smaller than the raw reonstruted mirostrutures. Temporarily ignoring the

�ne details of the entire mirostruture, one an easily ompute standard global mi-

rostruture statistis for individual states suh as grain size distribution, neighbor

number distributions, neighbor misorientation distributions, number of faes as a

funtion of grain size, et. Figure 3.11 represents a few of the simple statistis ex-

trated from the redued form of the entire mirostruture volume. This form of

the data makes searhing and moving through the mirostruture fast and e�ient.

While still being able to onnet to the �nely detailed 3D FMM reonstrution, this
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Figure 3.11: General 3D grain statisti for the initially measured zironium mi-

rostruture. (a) shows grain statistis in the form of grain size (redued radius)

distribution. (b) shows grain-to-grain statistis from GN in the form of neighbor

grain misorientation distribution. () the statistis of the GN itself. (d) shows the

linear relationship between number of interfaes and grain size.

a�ords a multi-sale approah for studying mirostrutures.

One onrete example of how this data arhiteture ould be bene�ial in searhing

for deformation in so-alled rogue grain pairs [47℄. These are partiular pairs of

distint grain orientations relative to a loading diretion whih One ould easily loate

these rogue grain pairs in the GN, whih amounts to �ltering out all edges in the

grain graph that do not orrespond to rogue grain pair riteria. One ould then

searh the pairs that remain in the full high-resolution reonstrution for evidene of

slip aumulation in the soft grain. For a system of 10k grains, this initial �ltering

ould be performed in less than 30 minutes using MATLAB. Connetions between
the oarse GN sale and the FMM 3D mirostruture will be used later to probe

e�iently various mirostrutural sales.

At this point a digital representation of the 0.166mm3
experimentally measured

zironium sample has been reonstruted in at 4 levels of deformation (S0�S3) in

the form of 12M , 12M , 3M , and 3M spatially-resolved orientation elements. The

data have further been redued to a more manageable GN struture. Some pre-
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: Visual representation of the redued form GN of the reonstruted 3D

mirostruture of zironium in S0. Eah sphere represents a single grain with 464

grains/spheres shown; here there radii are represented as 25% of atual size for better

visualization. Lines show how grains are onneted to other grains; they are dual-

olored by the olors of the grains they onnet. (a) depits the vertial (+z) view of

the S0 GN. (b) shows a more detailed zoomed-in side view of the same S0 GN.

liminary haraterization of general grain statistis have been shown. A multi-sale

mirostruture searh approah has been presented and looking forward will be used

more spei�ally in the next setions.

3.8 Grain traking

Until reently, aess to experimentally generated 3D orientation data aross multiple

states was limited. Advanes in eletron bak-satter di�ration (EBSD) orientation

imaging mirosropy (OIM) in 2D has made this tehnique robust suh that it is

ommonplae in the material siene ommunity [48, 49℄. Foused ion-beam (FIB)

milling systems in onjuntion with EBSD-OIM has allowed olletion of high spa-

tial resolution (∼50nm) 3D orientation data at the expense of being a destrutive

measurement [50℄. Dynamial studies of mirostruture deformation evolution are

performed routinely in 2D, but dynamial studies of 3D mirostruture evolution an

only really be aomplished through high energy x-ray experiments [51, 52, 53, 54℄.

Modeling of mirostruture evolution through simulation inherently traks grains and

individual elements 1:1. The problem of onneting the same mirostruture through

deformation states is a form of registration problem.
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Complete traking of a mirostruture's harater from experimental nf-HEDM

data is aomplished through three separate data strutures whih provide aess

to loal(grain) shape information, loal (grain) orientation information, and on-

netivity grains. These strutures are produed through three separate utilities de-

veloped in XDM++ to partition the mirostruture data into three standard mi-

rostruture working domains. Loal shape information is provided through the

BoundaryLineInfo, or BLI, for eah state. An input stak of mirostruture images

is read in, grains are de�ned, and boundary lines between voxels with di�erent grain

IDs are returned. The data struture for eah boundary segment inludes x, y, z for

segment end-points, orientations of the triangle on eah side of the line segment, mis-

orientation between those orientations, and the grain IDs of the two triangles sharing

that segment. This has the form [~ri, ~rf , qG1, qG2, ∆qG1→G2, IDG1, IDG2℄. See �gure

3.13 for visual depition of the data generated.

(a) (b) ()

Figure 3.13: (a) and (b) are two projetions of the boundary line information for a

single grain and 40µm height only. Boundary lines are olored by the grain ID of the

neighboring grain. Similarly olored pathes show that faeted grain boundaries are

identi�ed properly. () shows a seond visual example of a di�erent grain in the S0

dataset.

The three data formats are later integrated together but allowing for adaptability

depending on how �nely probing of the mirostruture is desired. The seond format,

CombinedMetrics or CM , takes in the entire stak of .mi �les, de�nes grains, and

alulates standard meaningful metris from the orientation data. For urrent studies

this inludes IGM, KAM, and Shmid fators, as well as grain ID and grain volume

information. Sine this struture takes the raw orientation data whih is already quite

large and adds signi�antly more information to it, memory onsumption an be quite

large. For example just the S0 state requires 6Gb. This has the form [V oxel info,
GID, V olume, IGM , KAM , m− factor1→N ℄ where eah entry has N slip systems.

It is a standard .mi �le with added olumns for the omputed metris at eah point

on the voxel grid. Sine typially the entire struture is not required, the format an

be burst into individual grain �les whih an be read in whenever needed.

The third format, GeneralGrainNetworkProperties or GGNP , is a representa-
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tion of the GN introdued earlier. This has the form of [GID, q, V olume, bEnclosed,
COM , NNgbs, GIDNgb1, GIDNgb2, ..., GIDNNgbs

℄. The format is ∼ 50k× smaller than

the CombinedMetrics for the zironium data presented.

Algorithm 5 Mapping CM to GGNP

d̄ = 65µm;// average grain diameter

fVolChangeThresh = 20%;

fMinMis = 180

◦
;

for i = 1; i ≤ NGrainsCM ; i++ do nMathingID = �CM(i).GID;

for j = 1; j ≤ NGrainsGGNP ; j ++ do

if

|CM(i).V olume−GGNP (j).V olume|
GGNP (j).V olume

≤ fV olChangeThresh then

if |CM(i).COM −GGNP (j).COM | ≤ d̄ then

if Misorientation( CM(i).q, GGNP(j).q ) < fMinMis then

fMinMis = Misorientation( CM(i).q, GGNP(j).q );

nMathingID = GGNP(j).GID;

end if

end if

end if

end for

CM(i).GID = nMathingID;

end for

Currently these three data strutures are generated separately, but they all re-

quire segmenting grains from the input mirostruture. Sine these utilities are not

ompletely integrated, the orresponding grain IDs aross the the strutures are

not exatly the same. Some post-proessing is performed to re-map grain IDs in

BoundaryLineInfo and CombinedMetrics to theGeneralGrainNetworkProperties.
Mapping IDs in CM is performed simply by bounding the volume and distane of

grains in GGNP , and returning the grain in that subset with minimum misorien-

tation to the original grain (should be ∼ 0◦). See algorithm 5 for implementation

details.

The mapping of BLI is performed in a similar manner exept the main �lter-

ing is performed by a onvex hull bounding box from the boundary lines instead of

via di�erential volume hange and enter-of-mass distane. The enter-of-mass of

the GGNP mathed grain must oinide within the onvex hull's interior, its volume

must be ≤ 120% of the onvex hull's volume, as well as having a minimum misori-

entation with the boundary points' average orientation. In this way, a linked surfae

data struutre, volume data struture, and grain network de�ne a single state of

experimentally measured mirostruture.

The next step is to map them aross states so that one an evaluate individual

grain and grain neighborhood evolution e�etively. Plasti deformation is expeted

to indue grain rotations, ause grains to hange shape, and enter-of-mass posi-
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tions move, but we assume that this orientation hange is gradual, volume hange

due to plastiity is negligible, and enter-of-mass motion is less than the size of av-

erage size of grains. This approah takes advantage of the assumption made for

an in-situ experiment and should not be generalized to ex-situ measurements with-

out some pre-alignment steps. Mapping the GGNP of S1 → S0 is performed in a

similar manner to algorithm 5 exept that reassignment of IDs does not take plae

(MapID_SNtoS[N −1]). The mapped ID to S0 is retained rather than overwritten.

The other di�erene is the assumption of minimum misorientation between traked

grains ≃ 0◦ will not be true. Mapping S2 to S1 is next performed sine these states

should be more similar than S2 to S0. Mapping S3 to S2 is performed last. Figure

3.14 represents the onnetions made between funtionally di�erent data types and

deformation levels of the mirostruture data. In this way, a grain in S3 is mapped

to S0 indiretly through S2 and S1. For example, to obtain the grain ID in S0 of a

grain of interest in S3, one would all something like

GIDS0 = MapID_S1toS0( MapID_S1toS0( MapID_S1toS0( GIDS3 ) ) );

Figure 3.14: Coneptual arhiteture of the digital mirostruture aross deformation

states. Internal mapping of elements in the three data strutures in a single state are

enlosed by dashed lines. Mapping between strutures is signi�ed by arrows.

Integration of information provided is performed by linking the FFT results to the

S0 GGNP by algorithm 5.While the advantage of setting up this onneted struture

might not be apparent yet, its neessity will beome lear in setion 3.12. An inter-

esting feature an be loated from observation in a map and traked throughout the

entire mirostruture through states of deformation. The multi-sale mirostruture

searh approah presented in the setion 3.7 has been desribed in detailed imple-

mentation here and its utility will be made apparent in setion 3.12.
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3.9 Texture haraterization and evolution

Eletron, x-ray, and neutron di�ration pole �gures (PF) have been the standard rep-

resentation of texture in materials. Knowing the experimental sattering geometry is

su�ient to determine how a spei� rystallographi family of planes are distributed

for an entire sample [55℄. A pole �gure represents the distribution of orientations of a

partiular set of rystallographi plane normals (the pole). These orientations an be

represented by positions on the unit sphere whih an then be projeted on a hosen

plane in a two dimensional �gure. Typial pole �gures plot the distribution of some

high symmetry plane normals in a sample referene based on proessing history (ex.,

a rolling, normal, and transverse diretion). Similarly, inverse pole �gures are used

to show the distribution of some external sample diretion (ex., the tesile diretion)

in the rystal frame.

After inlusion of rystal symmetry, the pole �gure an be represented in a unique

redued form. PFs are inomplete orientation information. They represent a proje-

tion of orientation spae; through a olletion of PFs, orientation and strain distri-

butions an be reonstruted by various inversion methods [56, 57, 58℄. If one then

begins with the full orientation information as obtained from the FMM, PFs an be

readily onstruted. This is performed here so as to ompare with most di�ration

deformation experiments whih rely on the interpretation of a small olletion of

orthogonal PFs.

PF representation an easily show initial texture or preferred orientation diretions

in a sample. Traking the evolution of PFs points to slip ativity through gradual

small lattie rotations. They an point to more abrupt orientation hanges as in the

ase of deformation twinning. When a slip system is ativated, rotation of the lattie

proeeds in a plane de�ne by the primary slip diretions. Their evolution an tell

how the orientation distribution is hanging.

A pole �gure an be desribed as a histogram on a sphere of the orientation

distribution of a family of rystal planes in the entire sample weighted by their volume

fration. For uniform grain-sizes and a ompletely random sampling of orientations,

the PF for eah family of planes will appear as an even distributions on the sphere

if equal-area binning is performed. The general proedure to produe a PF for given

{hkil} from omplete orientation data is to disretize the sphere, run through all

equally-weighted orientations (or grains weighted by volume); for eah orientation

run through all rystal planes in the family, �nd the bin in whih the plane normal

resides and add that weight to the bin (algorithm 6).

In the HCP system the three relevant families that will be investigated are the

{101̄0}, {0001}, and {101̄1} in the 4-index notation. These families of planes an

equally be represented in the 3-index notation as {100}, {001}, and {101} by drop-

ping the redundant index, i, suh that {hkil} → {hk.l} → {hkl}. For 4-index di-

retions, dropping the 3rd index does not generate orresponding diretions ([uvtw℄

6= [uvw℄). {101̄0}, {0001}, and {101̄1} are the slip planes for the prismati, basal,
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Algorithm 6 PF from GGNP

PF (φ, θ) = [ ℄;// pole �gure data

for i = 1; i ≤ NGrainsGGNP ; i++ do

R = RMatXtalToSample( GGNP(i).q );

for j = 1; j ≤ NPlaneshkil; j ++ do

n̂j,sample = R × n̂j,xtal;
[φj, θj ] = PhiThetaFromR( n̂j,sample );

PF (φj, θj) + = GGNP (i).V olume;
end for

end for

PlotOnSphere( PF );

and pyramidal<a> slip systems, respetively. Figure 3.15 presents the poles �gures

for these slip system normals from the volumetri FMM results from S0�S2. Texture

hanges are apparent between states but are somewhat subtle. The trends are not

lear given that multiple spots on the PF an orrespond to the same grain. The

fous on texture hanges here is too broad; we will later investigate the evolution of

eah point in the PF on a grain-by-grain basis.

A general observation is the {0001} shows lustering of this diretion along a

diretion perpendiular to the tensile axis. In HCP metals this is the basal texture

that forms during rolling. The -axis (or [0001℄ whih is parallel to {0001}) tends to
align with the rolling normal diretion (ND) [59, 60℄. Further knowing that the -

axes are somewhat �xed in one spatial diretion, one an interpret the {101̄1} (whih
is lies in the basal plane) pole �gure as grains with di�erent twists about the -

axis. Returning to the 1-D grain-to-grain misorientation distribution in �gure 3.11(b),

one an explain the peak at 30

◦
by symmetry in the basal plane. These symmetry

operators are just 60◦ × N about [0001℄, with N = {1,2,...,6}. Grains with a shared

-axis diretion annot be misoriented by more than 30

◦
. Values in the distribution

larger than 30◦ re�et the fat that all -axes are not ompletely aligned, and the

{0001} pole �gure validates that. An untextured, radomly orientated mirostruture

would have misorientation distribution and pole �gures more like those simulated in

�gure 3.16 [61, 62℄.

The basal texture in the sample has impliations on whih deformation modes will

be ative. If one is to projet the tensile axis onto the rystal axes of the somewhat

average texture orientation, it would most likely lie in the basal plane, and thus

be perpendiular to the -axis ([0001℄). Returning to �gure 3.3, most of the grains

are oriented suh that the tensile axis will lie along the edges in the IPF. Ignoring

neighboring e�ets and assuming single rystal behavior, one expet this sample will

deform mostly via prismati slipping.

Another standard representation of an orientation distribution is obtained by plot-

ting data in the symmetry group restrited fundamental zone (FZ) of orientations in
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Figure 3.15: Experimental equal-angle pole �gures for the slip plane families of the

three types of slip in HCP zironium aross multiple deformation states. Note these

are generated from grain-averaged orientations showing the average, rather than loal,

lattie rotations. (a)�() orrespond to {101̄0}, {0001}, and {101̄1} pole �gures,

respetively, in S0. (d)�(f) are in the same order for S1. (g)�(i) are in the same order

for S2. The diretion out of the page is the sample +z diretion whih orresponds

to the tensile diretion.

Rodrigues-Frank spae. The Rodrigues-Frank vetor representation of an orienta-

tion is an axis-angle representation suh that ~vRF = tan( θ
2
)× ~vRotAxis. The rotation

axis, ~vRotAxis, is the ommon axis between sample frame and rystal frame that the

rotation is performed about to go between frames. θ is the angle by whih the ro-

tation must our. Due to the HCP rystal symmetry, there are 12 symmetrially
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Figure 3.16: Misorientation distribution and pole �gures of a simulated mirostruture

with random orientations. (a) is the misorientation distribution. (b) is the equal-angle

{101̄0} pole �gure while () represents the same pole �gure data with

1
sin(θ)

weighting

applied to eah bin for normalization by area. (d) is the equal area {0001} pole �gure
normalized in the same way as ().

equivalent ways to represent an orientation in the entire S0(3). A fundamental zone

is the sub-spae in S0(3) for HCP rystals where all orientations an be physially

distinguished. �The� onventional fundamental zone is taken as the zone where the

θ values are minimum. The resulting 12-fold symmetry is apparent in the �gure 3.3

where eah standard triangle is equivalent to the others. There exist 24 symmetry op-

erators for ubi rystals whih is also apparent in �gure 3.2. Only one one standard

triangle for ubis and hexagonals is normally shown, for example see �gure 3.3(e),

just as only one fundamental zone is required. The boundaries of the fundamental

zone are formed by the symmetry elements.

Figure 3.17 shows the predited and experimental orientation distribution evolu-

tion. In the �gures, the strong basal texture manifests itself by the lustering of grain

orientations near the edges of the FZ. The viso-plasti self-onsistent (VPSC) sim-

ulation is a mean-�eld approah for modeling multi-slip deformation in polyrystals

[63℄. The simulation is performed with the texture measured in S0 as input. There

is onsiderable disrepany between experiment and simulation whih is shown by

�gures 3.18 and 3.19. The underlying level of lattie rotation seems to agree when

omparing �gures 3.18(a) and 3.18(b); however, �gure 3.18() shows that the amount

of lattie rotation is unorrelated. Experimentally some grains show a large amount

of lattie rotation where the simulation predits little and vie versa. Figure 3.18(d)

shows essentially that the distane between experimentally measured orientations in

S2 and those simulated for S2 are further apart than either of those with the original

starting orientations.

Several between the elasti FFT and VPSC simulations must be emphasized. The

VPSC treats eah grain as a single orientation in a homogenous matrix; it returns a

grain's plasti response to strain in the form of slip ativity and lattie rotation. It

does not onsider the geometry of the grains or its internal evolution as deformation

proeeds. The elasti FFT spatially treats the entire mirostruture geometry while
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(a) (b)

() (d)

Figure 3.17: Rodrigues-Frank plots of the zironium orientation distribution in the

fundamental zone. (a) is the initial texture in S0. (b) is a zoomed-in region of the

top right region of (a) where arrows point from a grain's RF position in S0 to that in

S2. () is a zoomed-in region of the top right region of (a) where arrows point from

a grain's RF position in S0 to where the VPSC simulation predits them to be in

S2. (d) is the data from (b) in (green, experimental) and() in (blue, simulated) to

show orrespondene or di�erene between experimentally measured grain rotation

to predited rotation.

negleting ativation of plasti ativity in grains or updating orientations due to

lattie rotations. For the purposes of this study, the returned stresses will be used to

ompute τRSS on relevant slip and twin systems. The integration of the τRSS values

into the already traked GN will add another layer of mirostruture detail to aid in

loating potential twin nuleation and even void formation.

While the magnitude of experimental lattie rotations might not math due to

onstraints imposed by the neighborhoods in polyrystal, the diretion of the lattie

rotations do appear to be somewhat orrelated. Figure 3.19 ompares the diretion of

lattie rotations for both data sets. Considering the lattie rotations olored in green,

whih orrespond to primary slip on the prismati system,

134
196

(68.5%) of these arrows

are orrelated between experiment and simulation. Considering the lattie rotations
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Figure 3.18: 1D representation of �gure 3.17. (a) is a histogram of the number of

grains that rotate through a given angle (misorientation angle) in going from S0 to

S2. (b) is the orresponding histogram obtained from a VPSC simulation. () shows

the experimental misorientation of eah grain in the dataset (horizontal) versus the

simulated misorientation (vertial). (d) is the histogram of misorientations between

the experimental S2 and simulated S2.

(a) (b) () (d)

Figure 3.19: Lattie rotations from S0 to S2 represented in the stereographi triangle.

The loation of the tensile axis is presented in eah rystal's loal oordinate system.

(a) shows an IPF plot orresponding to experimentally measured lattie rotation of

314 traked grains viewed from the standard [0001] diretion, and (b) shows the

same information from the [21̄1̄0] diretion. () shows IPF plot orresponding to

VPSC simulation of the same grains, and (d) shows the same information from the

[21̄1̄0] diretion. Arrows have been segregated into two olors depending on their

diretion. Green arrows orrespond to lattie rotations toward the [101̄0] while red
arrows orrespond to lattie rotations toward the [21̄1̄0].

olored in red,

42
118

(35.6%) are orrelated between experiment and simulation. This

yields a total of 56.1% orrespondene in general lattie rotation diretion between

simulation and experiment.

Returning to �gure 3.3, the initial texture and loading onditions for this sample

make prismati slipping the most likely ative slip system along with the fat that

τCRSS,prismatic ≤ {τCRSS,basal, τCRSS,pyramidal<a>}. From the diretion of lattie rota-

tions, the simulation (experiment) results suggest 62.4% (66.7%) of grains do indeed

primarily deform by prismati slip. Below, diret investigation into slip ativity will

be performed on a grain-by-grain basis.

In this setion, several di�erent standard representations of polyrystal texture
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were presented for the measured tensile deformed zironium sample. It was found to

have an initial basal texture, and ombined with the tensile diretion, prismati slip

is expeted to be the primary slip system. The evolution of the texture was presented

in several visual formats, and omparisons made with VPSC simulation with less

than satisfatory orrespondene. The loal texture evolution of spei� grains will

be taken up later in the hapter.

3.10 Using absorption tomography as a strain gauge

Reonstrution of the ten tomographi volumes measured was performed by standard

inverse Radon transform. [64℄. Eah experimental tomographi san onsists of ol-

letion of 901 images similar to �gure 3.20(a) olleted at a suession of rotation

positions (ω) spanning 180◦. Figure 3.20(a) demonstrates the physial pro�le of the

tensile sample through this single projetion. The vertial limit of the beam (650 pix-

els, ∼1mm) is the limiting san volume size per olletion. The same high resolution

imaging detetor (with 1.5µm pixels) used for HEDM is used here. Due to the limited

height of the x-ray beam, the pro�le of the sample is trunated below pixel row 1250

and above 1900. Eah of horizontal rows of pixels (ontaining an absorption pro�le of

a quasi-planar setion through the sample), is olleted into a sinogram like through

a san are olleted into a single sinogram like the one shown in �gure 3.20(b). This

represents 900 × 650 single absorption measurements through the sample for eah

of the ten tensile strains. The inverse Radon transform onverts the olletion of

absorption pro�les into a spatially resolved (eletron) density map.
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Figure 3.20: (a) is a single absorption image taken in a tomography data olletion

for a single state. (b) is a sinogram of a single pixel row in a single state through

180

◦
of rotation.

The urved pro�le of the tensile sample, observed �gure 3.20(a), is used to follow

the shape hange through tensile deformation. Eah tomographi reonstrution for a
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single ross-setion (single pixel row) is binarized to retain only pixels orresponding

to absorption oe�ients mathing material (zironium). The number of pixels or-

responding to material per ross-setion is summed, and an e�etive ross-setional

area is found for eah tomographi reonstrution. Figure 3.21(a) presents the re-

onstruted tomographi area of the sample, olored by strain state, as a funtion of

vertial position on the setions.

For eah strain state, a least-squares �t is performed to the model parabolas in

equation 3.2 :

s(zpixel) =
√

Area(zpixel) = s0 +
µ2

4p
× (z − z0)

2
(3.2)

s0 orresponds to the square root of the minimum ross-setional area for the strain

state (e�etive side width), µ is the pixel size whih gives physial sale to the images

(µ = 1.48µm), p orresponds to the distane to the fous of the parabola, and z0
orresponds to the pixel row with minimum ross-setional area reonstruted. The

position z0 will be referred to as the enter of sample or enter of the nek.

The numerial results of these paraboli �ts an be found in table 3.2, and their

orrespondene with the atual shape ompare in �gure 3.21(a). The table shows that

the minumum ross-setional area dereases as a funtion of strain. The z0 values are
used as the referene point. z0 is assumed to orrespond to the same physial material

through states. z0 also is used for the registering of nf-HEDM layers presented in 3.1.

The general shape evolution of the sample is depited in �gure 3.21(b).

State s0 p z0
µm µm pixel

S0 882.6 150.5 1638.9

S1 882.5 150.9 1603.8

S2 824.6 149.1 1587.6

S3 810.4 149.3 1586.3

S4 804.0 150.5 1647.7

S5 794.4 152.0 1587.3

S6 784.5 153.9 1588.4

S7 754.7 162.9 1590.7

S8 676.0 201.0 1595.2

S9 544.0 137.0 1578.0

Table 3.2: Least-square �t parameters for the sample pro�le �t to a model parabola

aross strain states.

The ross-setional area information is then used to estimate the amount of plasti

strain present in the sample at eah of the measurement states. The true strain, ǫT ,
an then be alulated as
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Figure 3.21: Shape hange of the zironium sample as a funtion of strain state. (a)

is a plot of the ross-setional area for ± 150 pixel rows (± 220 µm) about the enter
of the sample through all 10 strain states. Solid lines represent �ts to the paraboli

funtion to desribe the sample shape. (b) shows the density plot (graysale) of a

single tomographi reonstrution in S9 with voids present. Colored lines represent

the narrowing sample shape for that ross-setion as tension is applied.

ǫT =

∫

dǫ =

∫ lf

l0

dl

l
(3.3)

where l is the material length along the tensile axis; and with the substitution, l = V
A
,

dl = − V
A2dA

ǫT =

∫ Af

A0

(− V
A2dA)
V
A

= −

∫ Af

A0

dA

A
=

∫ A0

Af

dA

A
= ln(A)|A0

Af
= ln(

A0

Af

) (3.4)

Combined with s0 values in table 3.2 the largest values of ǫT are omputing in

table 3.3 by ǫT,Si
= ln(

Amin,S0

Amin,Si

) = ln(
(smin,S0

)2

(smin,Si
)2
) = 2 ln(

smin,S0

smin,Si

).

S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9

0 0.0 13.6 17.1 18.7 21.1 23.6 31.3 53.3 96.8

Table 3.3: True strain via x-ray tomography.

At this point, the measurement, reonstrution, and haraterization of the tensile

sample has been performed. The digital mirostruture has been registered and linked

aross states by tomographi shape, grain orientation, and grain position. Simula-

tions have been performed to estimate the elasti and plasti response of the measured

mirostruture to tensile deformation. The following setions present observed results
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Figure 3.22: 3D rendering looking down the wire axis of the zironium sample. The

sample ontour from S9 is presented as produed via X-ray tomography. Internal

voids an be seen inside the main ontour.

of the physial phenoma of slip ativation, twinning, and void formation in the de-

formed mirostruture. The purpose of suh detailed haraterization and mapping

will beome apparent.

3.11 Quantifying damage through slip ativation

3.11.1 Introdution

The on-set of plasti deformation at this point has been shown through shape hanges

as seen by x-ray tomography. One of the main mehanisms for plasti deformation is

rystal slip, or disloation glide. The overall grain rotation during plasti deformation

is produed by the gradual aumulation of lattie rotations produed by slipping on

preferential planes (~n) and diretion (

~b) (slip systems). Ative slip planes tend to

be those rystal planes with the losest paking. This orresponds to shorter lattie

displaement vetors (Burgers vetor) whih are less energetially ostly indue. For

FCC metals, there are 12 independent slip systems that our on the (111)[11̄0].
Three lasses of slip in the HCP ase were introdued in �gure 3.3(e), the prismati

systems (3), the basal systems (6), and the pyramidal<a> systems (3). There exist

other lasses of slip in the HCP system, but for the purpose of this study they are not

relevant. There are in�nitely many slip systems also available for FCC metals as well,

but their appearane is suppressed due to longer Burgers vetor whih imples a larger

energy barrier. In the previous setion, omparisons were made between the grain

average lattie rotations and a mean-�eld plastiity simulation. Here the spatially

resolved loal lattie reorientation will be investigated in the ontext of demonstrating

slip system ativation. This will be ompared with single rystal expetations and

insight into the unique marosopi shape hange that ourred in our sample.

Figure 3.23 shows that the three lasses of slips for HCP zironium all share a

ommon <112̄0> slip diretion. The diretion of their slip plane normals, however,

are quite di�erent. The basal systems have plane normals that point parallel to
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(a) (b)

() (d)

Figure 3.23: Geometri depition of the di�erent lasses of slip systems in the HCP

zironium lattie. (a) depits a single prismati system, (b) a basal system, and

() a pyramidal<a> system. Green represents the slip plane, blue the slip plane

normal, and red arrows the slip diretion. (d) shows an IPF of a random seletion of

orientations with simulated grain rotations for single slipping. Arrows point in the

diretion of rotation. Green orresponds to orientations proeeding with prismati

slipping, blue with basal, and red (not present) to pyramidal <a>.

[0001], the prismati systems have planes that are perpendiular to the basals and

their normals lie in the basal plane. We see in �gure 3.23(d) that pyramidal<a>

slipping will be suppressed whih is onsistent with �gure 3.3(e) shown in setion 3.3.

Pyramidal<a> will be ignored from here as it is not expeted be observed. Depending

on the ative slip system, the nature of the loal grain lattie rotation is onsiderably

di�erent. This is a diret onsequene of loal rystal rotation axis (CRA) being

parallel to b̂× n̂. The CRA for eah lass of slip is distint owing to their shared basal

slip vetor but di�erent plane orientations. This fat will allow loal lattie rotations

to be assoiated with single slip system.
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3.11.2 Slip Ativity

The texture present in our sample implies that most grains are preferentially oriented

for only prismati slipping. Other forms of slipping an expeted as a onsequene of

non-uniform stress in individual grains and geometri shape ompatibility onstraints.

One then expets the dominant signature of lattie rotation to be assoiated with

prismati slip.
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Figure 3.24: Shmid fator maps for the (a) prismati systems and the (b) basal

systems. Sales are between 0 and 0.5. Red lines are drawns to indiate grain bound-

aries. () shows the umulative distribution of Shmid fators in S0. In eah asem

the highest Shmid fator among the variants is plotted.

Initially the Shmid fator alulation for eah orientation in the volume provides

an indiator of the fat that prismati slip is expeted. Figure 3.24 shows that for a

single reonstruted map, the majority of the grains have high Shmid fator prismati

slip, and only a few are well oriented for basal slip. Figure 3.24() indiates that the

dominant slipping is expeted to be via prismati slip. Figure 3.19 shows with the

green arrows the expeted grain rotation axis onsistent with prismati slipping in

tension. More than half of the rotations point to prismati slip as the mehanism for

those grain rotations. A large population of grains do follow the expeted deformation

from single rystal preditors. Later we will look at slip ativation on the individual

grain level.

Another indiation that the primary slip system ativated in this sample omes

diretly from the observation of shape hange in the tomographi data. It was shown

in �gure 3.15 that the basal texture of this sample meant that the basal plane normals

mostly point in the

−x diretion of the sample frame and prismati plane normals

point within the basal plane. When elongation proeeds in single rystals on a given

slip system, ompression of the rystal will proeed in a diretion parallel to the

slip plane normal [35℄. This is the rystallographi desription of the Poisson ra-

tio. The tomographi data shows that the sample shape hange ourred mainly by

ompression along the sample

+y diretion. Minimal ompression ourred parallel

to the {0001} diretion indiating minimal basal slip ativation. The tomographi
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data showing uni-diretional ompression of the sample along with initial texture

measurement is evidene for strong ativation of prismati slipping.

To investigate diret evidene of loal grain rotation, a modi�ed approah to the

kernel-average misorientation (KAM) is taken. Typially KAM is alulated as the

average misorientation angle from a given point with its kernel (usually 1st or 2nd

nearest neighbors). The average angle is the only information retained (KAMφ). In

this modi�ed KAM form, a loal CRA for eah kernel element is extrated (KAM~v).

If their angles are all of similar magnitude, the average CRA is returned. If one

element is muh larger than the rest, the CRA for the large misorientation element is

returned. In this way, the KAM angle is returned as well as added information about

the loal CRA.

Using the CRA approah on S2, eah KAM~v is assigned to a partiular slip

system depending on how losely it aligns with the expeted axis. KAM values less

than 0.25◦ are removed from the analysis. Axes within a one of 10◦ are olleted for

the prismati, basal, and pyramidal<a> slips. 64.4% of the KAM axes are assoiated

with prismati slip, 1.1% with basal slip, and 2.5% with pyramidal<a>. When a one

of 15◦ is used, the numbers are 82.2%, 9.0%, and 2.4%, respetively. When the KAM

threshold value is redued from 0.25◦ → 0.1◦ approahing the resolution limit of nf-

HEDM, the population of slip ativity inreases slightly for basal and pyramidal<a>

and dereases slightly for prismati slip. This an be attributed to either random

sattering of axes for orientation di�erenes near the orientation resolution or perhaps

the less likely slip systems are bound to generate smaller magnitude lattie rotations.

Either way, the predited ativation of predominantly prismati slip is on�rmed by

using the CRA returned from the modi�ed KAM analysis. Further, loal lattie

rotations due to prismati slip tend to be of larger overall magnitude.

Finally we present evidene for prismati slip in grains by way of analyzing slip

bands in the reonstruted mirostruture. We reognize in the on�dene maps that

there are lear bands of low on�dene that run along the [0001] diretion within

grains whih orrespond to mostly the

+x diretion in the sample spae (see �gure

3.9(f)). Given the observation about the uni-diretional ompression as seen through

tomography, it is hypothesized that these are the appearane of prismati slip bands.

In �gure 3.25, one example grain with this feature is plotted. This spei� grain's

initial Shmid fator for prismati slip is mPrismatic = 0.489. The large jumps in

the misorientation orrespond to positions where the angle between the CRA and

[0001] are lose to 0◦ indiating loal lattie rotation onsistent with prismati slip.

Further, the physial diretion of these bands math with the prismati slip plane

traes. These features are onsistent with prismati slip bands.

One last example is shown of the gradual lattie rotation for a grain with high

prismati Shmid fator (mPrismatic = 0.437). The point-by-point spread of the grain

is shown via an IPF in �gure 3.26. The grain average motion is represented by

onneting the red and blak points. Internally there are some elements of the grain

whih exhibit a muh larger rotation from the the initial orientation. This example
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Figure 3.25: (a) presents a single grain oriented for prismati slip showing slip bands.

The green line indiates the trae of the prismati slip plane onto the sample plane.

The red arrow represents the path in whih misorientation (from the tail of the red

arrow in 3.25(a)) is plotted. (b) represents the misorientation �n red beginning at the

origin of the red arrow in (b). The blue line represents the angle between the loal

CRA and the [0001] diretion.

(a) (b)

[0001] [2110]

[1010]

()

Figure 3.26: IPF showing grain rotation and the spread of a single grain's orientation.

(a) and (b) represent Rodrigues-olored orientation maps for orresponding layers of

the same grain in S0 and S2, respetively. () represents the initial spread of the grain

S0 in red and its later rotation and spread in green in S2. The blak 'o' marks the

grain orientation's average orientation in S2.

illustrates the point-by-point slip that is traked in the reonstrution, and its lattie

rotation is onsistent with the expeted slip system.

3.11.3 KAM and GAM

The onept of KAM and GAM were originally introdued in hapter 2. The amount

of disloation density has been diretly linked to loal orientation variations suh as
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KAM [65℄. By deformation state S2, su�ient tensile fore has been generated in

the rystal struture to generate disloations. These disloations move along the slip

planes already disussed. Pile-up of disloations results in onsiderable distortion of

the lattie.
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Figure 3.27: (a) shows a semi-log plot of the umulative distributions of KAM and

GAM in S0 and S2. (b) shows the Poisson distribution λ values of KAM and GAM

as a funtion of position away from the sample enter. KAM values are saled for

better visualization.

The loal lattie distortion is seen through the inrease in both KAM and GAM

values. Figure 3.27 shows the umulative distribution for these metris before and

after severe plasti deformation. A �t to a Possion distributions yields a λ = 0.33◦

for the S0 GAM distribution, λ = 0.25◦ for S0 KAM, λ = 3.05◦ for S2 GAM, and

λ = 0.73◦ for S2 KAM. Looking at the �nal 11 layers measured in S3 away from the

nek, a derease in both KAM and GAM is observed as the distane from the nek

inreases. For eah layer, λ is traked as a funtion of moving away from the enter

of the sample. As expeted, KAM and GAM inrease with plasti deformation and

deformation ontent is loalized to the gauge setion.

3.11.4 Remarks

It was shown in this setion that a onsiderable amount of deformation ourred in the

zironium sample by S2. The shape hange observed was linked to the initial texture

of the sample. Deformation by the most likely slip systems available (prismati)

is onsistent with the ontration seen perpendiular to the tensile axis. A single

example of slip bands in the mirostruture was presented as well as a single example

of grain rotation and spread mathing the expeted single rystal behavior.

While that examples show ases where the grain behaves as expeted from the

external load diretion, one issue still unresolved is the mismath in grain rotations

about the [0001] by omparison with simulation shown in setion 3.9. One possible

explanation for this is that some of the grains may experiene tensile fores when

the geometrial onstraint by the mirostruture would have produed ompressive

stresses loally. The di�erent stress state would then lead to ompletely di�erent
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states of either tension or ompression whih would manifest in reversed lattie ro-

tations. This would aount for the mismath in the diretion of rotation of some

grains. The simulation used ignored grain-to-grain boundary onstraints.

While slipping is a major omponent of the deformation observed in this uni-

axial tensile experiment, the next setion will disuss another deformation mode for

zironium, tensile twinning.

3.12 Twin Nuleation and Growth

One alternative deformation mehanism to slip that is available in low symmetry

materials is deformation twinning. Until reently the observation of tensile twin

nuleation was limited to 2D surfae measurements. In this setion, results from this

zironium tensile experiment are presented with fous on observed twinning in the

bulk and how that ompares with the standard view on twin nuleation.

Twinning is a plasti deformation mehanism that produes a �xed amount of lat-

tie shear in a given volume. It ours frequently in materials with rystal symmetry

less than ubi and in hexagonal metals suh as Zr in partiular. Twinning ours

during plasti deformation beause of a lak of slip systems (disloation glide) that

operate at su�iently low resolved stresses. Twinned volumes generally appear as

thin plates whose surfaes orrespond to the twinning plane; this morphology mini-

mizes the aommodation required in the surrounding material. Twinning is distint

from slip in that it produes a disrete jump in orientation, as opposed to the gradual

lattie rotation assoiated with slip. Thus distintive signatures of mehanial twin-

ning are that new orientations appear in a material and subdivision of grains ours.

These responses enhane work hardening and are therefore an important omponent

of the plasti response.

Twins have a spei� orientation relationship with the parent rystal (or grain),

whih is determined by the twin plane, twinning diretion, and magnitude of the shear

[66℄. In the tensile test performed here, the relevant twin plane is the {101̄2} with

shear displaement in the <1̄011> diretion. This is alled a tensile twin beause its

operation results in extension of the grain along the -axis (of the parent grain) and

ompression in the transverse plane, thus aommodating the imposed marosopi

strain. The geometry of the twin is suh that the orientation relationship is equivalent

to a rotation of 2 tan−1
(

1√
3
c
a

)

, or, in Zr, ∼ 85.2◦ about <101̄0> with a shear strain

of 0.167. This orresponds to a Σ11b oinident site lattie relationship; as in all

suh relationships it is useful to keep in mind that rystal symmetry provides for a

large number (viz. 288) of rystallographially equivalent desriptions, inluding 180◦

about the twinning diretion [67, 68℄. Figure 3.28 shows 1 of the 6 twin variants and

how a twin transformation will drastially rotate the entire unit ell after re�etion

about the twin plane. In �gure 3.28(b) the -axis is drawn to see the large (∼ 85.2◦)
di�erene between parent and twin rystals.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.28: Diagram showing the {101̄2}<1̄011> tensile twin system. (a) represents

the HCP unit ell with green representing the twin plane, blue arrow the twin plane

normal, and red arrow the twin shear diretion. (b) represents the parent and twin

orientation as re�eted about the green twin plane.

Tensile twins were observed to appear by S2 where none had existed previously.

3.12.1 FMM detetion

Utilizing the data struture desribed in 3.8, a brute fore searh through boundary

lines is performed. Any elements' with misorientation satisfying the twin misorien-

tation relation (85.2◦ <101̄0>) within an aepted tolerane of 2.5◦ in both axis and

angle is lassi�ed as a twin boundary. The boundary element grain pairs are reorded

along with the grain in the graph with whih they are assoiated in the initial S0

state (if they ould be mapped bak). Newly formed twins annot be traed bak to

an original grain sine no twins existed initially, but the original parent is suessfully

traked bak. These grains are then tagged as parent grains whih eventually twin.

The seleted twin variant of the found twin an then be identi�ed easily by the shared

ommon {101̄2} twin plane of the two boundary elements. With this identi�ation

and mapping in plae, Table 3.4 is easily generated. Figure 3.9 demonstrates the iden-

ti�ation of a single twinning event aross strain states. The initial texture implies

that most grains are unfavorably oriented for twin ativation so we expeted at most

a selet few events. This an be best illustrated through �gures 3.19(a) and 3.3(d).

None of the twinning grains initially have their -axes aligned with the tensile axis

whih results in small τRSS on the twinning system. Through the boundary searh

method, 14 unique grain ID pairs are found in the S2 BLF struture. Their asso-

iation with other states, within the grain network, and the simulated elasti FFT

stresses is aomplished through the mapping shown in �gure 3.8. Charaterization
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Figure 3.29: Overhead view of a 3D representation of the probed Zr mirostruture.

The semi-transparent envelope represents a 600µm tall ontour as produed via x-

ray tomography showing the initial tensile sample shape. Semi-transparent olored

grains represent the full extent (200 µm tall) of orientation mapping in the entral

region. Solid olored grains represent the true shape and loation of parent grains in

the initial state (see Table 3.4). Texture and tensile axes are added to illustrate the

loading onditions.

of the twin population an then proeed.

Table 3.4 haraterizes fourteen parent grains that twin by state S2. A large range

of parent grain sizes and onsequently numbers of nearest neighbors is represented

in the twinning population but the distribution of twinning grains is orrelated with

larger sizes ompared to the overall distribution. In two ases, grains 11 and 12, two

variants form within the same parent; no seondary twins [69, 70℄ are observed. As

demonstrated by the example shown in Fig. 3.30, extended interfae planes between

parents and twins tend to follow the ommon {101̄2} plane ontaining the relevant

<1̄011> shear diretion, thus forming oherent interfaes [59℄. Some twins have large,

∼ 50µm, thiknesses aross an entire parent while others are lose to the spatial

resolution limit of the measurement. All share a boundary with at least one of the

parent's neighbors; none are ompletely enlosed by the parent grain. By state S3
some twins oupy more than 50% of the volume of the original parent.
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(a) (b) () (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 3.30: Three dimensionally resolved twinning in parent 11 of Table 3.4 shown

through a series of orientation maps ontaining ≈ 15000 elements of a small sub-spae

of the measured mirostruture. Blak lines are drawn between elements having ≥ 1◦

misorientation. (a) Unstrained orientation map with below resolution intragranular

orientation variation positioned 10 µm below the tip of the grain whih will twin

in later states. (b) - (l) Suessive layers, spaed 4 µm apart, in strain state S2

(13% tensile strain). The layer in (b) orresponds losely to that in (a). Note the

appearane of low angle boundaries indiating the break-up of the grain struture.

The maroon and green regions are two di�erent ative twin variants assoiated with

grain 11. In (b) the red arrow represents the ommon {101̄2} twin plane normal,

the green arrow the ommon <1̄011> twin shear diretion. These unit arrows have

been projeted into the image plane. The yellow lines in (b) - (l) are the twin plane

trae for the maroon variant displaed in eah image aording to its tilt relative to

the image plane. The yellow line follows the same physial plane through suessive

maps. Note also the pronouned orrelation between the maroon twin and the rotated

region of the grain to the upper left in () through (h).
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Table 3.4: Information for 14 onsistently traked grains showing tensile twinning at 13% strain. �Consistently traked�

is de�ned as keeping the hange in volume ≤ 20%, hange in average orientation ≤ 10

◦

, and position ≤ 50µm between

state S0 and state S2. Grain size is given as sphere-equivalent radii (µm). NGB is the number of grains that share a

boundary with the parent grain in state S0. Average orientation is given as Euler angles of the parent grain in state S0

relative to the sample referene frame with tensile axis along the z-oordinate. Maximum Shmid fators, mmax, for the

grains are given as well as that for the twin system whih was ativated, mact, as quoted from S0 beause these ranks

hange as the mirostruture is deformed. Similar numbers are given for RSS from a fast Fourier transform (FFT) based

elasti simulation. The rank (by Shmid fator) of the ativated twin variant is also given.

Parent ID Grain Size Ngb Enlosed Orientation mmax mact RSSmax RSSsel Rank

(µm) bool (

◦

) (MPa) (MPa)

1 49.0 11 0 73.5 54.0 290.7 0.145 0.066 142.54 45.38 3

3 44.2 15 1 226.6 56.0 123.8 0.106 0.072 89.09 60.88 2

4 63.5 22 0 66.2 50.1 295.2 0.170 0.170 186.27 186.27 1

6 33.9 10 1 229.0 69.4 113.9 0.001 -0.073 10.67 -70.63 3

7 70.3 16 1 65.2 58.6 270.4 0.136 0.136 140.54 140.54 1

8 57.5 18 1 230.7 63.6 112.1 0.054 -0.032 45.29 -41.40 3

9 52.3 14 0 60.7 71.0 323.3 0.050 0.043 41.37 35.95 2

10 71.8 17 0 67.3 81.0 303.2 -0.081 -0.126 -77.64 -125.92 3

11 68.8 19 0 213.0 44.4 124.3 0.227 0.200 178.04 139.61 2

11 68.8 19 0 213.0 44.4 124.3 0.227 0.190 178.04 146.92 3

12 45.7 13 1 204.1 47.8 145.5 0.227 0.074 178.45 44.44 3

12 45.7 13 1 204.1 47.8 145.5 0.227 0.227 178.45 178.45 1

13 59.4 14 1 79.0 50.0 273.6 0.207 0.202 207.69 203.25 2

14 24.9 2 0 225.0 87.7 120.5 -0.118 -0.129 -94.63 -102.43 4

15 81.9 27 0 71.2 68.6 307.2 0.015 0.015 9.67 9.67 1

16 61.9 17 0 67.9 65.2 320.4 0.081 -0.181 73.58 -145.10 4

9
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3.12.2 Detetor evidene

While the FMM reonstrution uses ∼ 100−−120 Bragg peaks per orientation to

reonstrut the rystal orientation �eld, it should be possible to loate twinning asso-

iated hanges in sattering diretly on detetor images. Evidene is presented here

through hanges in {0002} sattering sine the -axis, and there, this sattering, is

reoriented through a large angle when twinning ours. Note that if one mistakenly

looked at the shared {101̄2} sattering, there would be no hanges assoiated with

twinning sine parent and twin share this sattering.

(a) (b)
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Figure 3.31: (a) and (a) shows 140µm×140µm region of the orientation map for the

same grain ross-setion in S0 and S2, respetively, with the pink region being a

twin that is observed by S2. Blak hexagons represent the orientation of the rystal

lattie at various spatial loations. () and (e) show the same {0001} sattering for

the purple parent grain in S0 and S2, respetively. (d) and (f) shows the loation

where the {0002} sattering for the pink twin is expeted to be present in S0 and S2,

respetively.

Figure 3.31 shows the appearane of {0002} sattering from the newly formed twin

where sattering was not previously observed. The absene of sattering in 3.31(d)

implies the lak of this twin variant in S0 and the presene of this sattering in 3.31(f)

diretly validates the reonstrution of the pink twin. Further, the lear gap in {0002}
sattering in 3.31(e) indiates the absene of this sattering from the twinned part of
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the parent. The origin of the apparent three regions of tin sattering in 3.31(f) is not

lear at this time but may indiate a omplex strain state.

3.12.3 Re-orientation of -axis

From the initial IPF �gure 3.3(d) for tensile twinning, those orientations with -axis

exatly aligned with the tensile diretion will have greatest RSS on all of its twin

variants. Ativation of any of these variants will produe a twin with angle between

-axis and tensile axis, θ(c, TA), that is 85.2◦. The parent whih had an orientation

unfavorable for prismati slip, now has its twin oriented favorably for prismati slip.

The texture evolution of HCP metals oriented for twinning show a omplete rear-

rangement of {0001} texture. If entire volume has {0001} poles initially aligned with
the tensile axis, after onsiderable deformation the entire volume is aligned mostly

perpendiular to the tensile axis [71℄. Tensile twinning tends to reorient the {0001}
axes away from the tensile axis. In �gure 3.31, θ(c, TA) for the parent grain is 55.5◦,
and θ(c, TA) for the twin is 72.1◦.
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Figure 3.32: Histogrammed di�erene between θ(c, TA) for the parent and θ(c, TA)
its twin in table 3.4 .

In the majority of the twin events observed, �gure 3.32 shows that {0001} diretion
of the twinned volume has moved further away from the tensile axis than the parent,

as is expeted. The ases where angle dereased orrespond to the entries in table

3.4 where msel < 0 and RSSsel < 0. These twinning events are typially forbidden

beause they produe a shear strain opposite in sign to that favored by the external

loading diretion. These twin events must be driven by fores exerted by neighboring

grains to due to their anisotropi properties.

3.13 Metris for tendeny of twins to nuleate

Shmid fators for twinning is a ommonly omputed to explain why ertain grains

twins. However owing to the sample's orientation texture, the largest Shmid fator
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in all of the measured grains is m = 0.31. Thus, all observed twinning is in the �low

Shmid fator� range. Table 3.4 and Fig. 3.33 show that, onsistent with previous

observations, [72, 73℄ the Shmid fator fails to predit the orret variant seletion

in roughly half the ases even allowing for the frequent parity between the �rst and

seond variants. Fig. 3.33(a) and (b) show that this remains the ase whether we use

the pristine state, S0, or the deformed state, S2, in whih grains have been distorted

and rotated and intra-granular orientation gradients have been established. Further,

many grains with relatively high Shmid fators remain dormant and in some ases

third and fourth ranked variants with negative fators beome ative.

Given that Shmid fator annot alone predit the twinning that has been observed

in this sample, twin plane RSS are alulated from the elasti FFT results. These

stresses are used in an e�ort to aount for loal neighborhood e�ets. Loal stresses

omputed from this model at eah sample point allow for alulation of resolved-shear

stresses,

RSS =
∑

i,j

biσijnj (3.5)

on all of the six available twin variant systems; bi and nj are the twin plane shear

diretion and twin plane normal for a partiular system and σij is the loal omputed

stress tensor. Table 3.4 indiates that this omputation is qualitatively onsistent with

the Shmid fator analysis in the relative values of maximum and seleted variant

values. Fig 3.33() indiates the variation in omputed RSS within the twinning

grains. These heterogeneities are not su�ient to re-order the stresses applied to the

twin variant planes. Evidently, one has to resort to the plasti behavior of neighbor

grains.

When a grain in a polyrystal undergoes slip, its neighbors must aommodate

any deviations of the deformations from the polyrystal average, and this gives rise

to omplex and long range interations. Given that the observed twins touh at least

one neighbor grain, these ooperative e�ets between grains may be an important

variable in determination of twin ativity. This is supported by the observation that

Ngb and grain sizes shown in Table 3.4 tend to be larger for twinning grains than for

the overall distribution in the measured volume [74℄; the large neighbor number gen-

erates more opportunities for ompatible slip-twin relations. Conversely, we observe

four small grains, with radii near 30 µm, that have Shmid fators larger than any

in Table 3.4 but that do not twin. In situations where a grain twins without being

favorably oriented relative to the external load, (say, m . 0.35), neighborhood e�ets

may well dominate as must also be the ase for grains with higher Shmid fator

that fail to twin [75℄.There exists little empirial evidene with whih to quantify

neighborhood e�ets beause no measurement has haraterized a omplete neigh-

borhood and then wathed twin formation our. Bulk texture measurements [71℄

observe marosopi hanges in -axis orientation distributions assoiated with twin-

ning but annot identify spei� grains or environments. Numerous surfae studies

using eletron baksatter di�ration (EBSD) to map loal rystal orientations have
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(a) (b) ()

Figure 3.33: Grain orientation based preditions of twinning and twin variant sele-

tion. Horizontal rows orrespond to those of Table 3.4. Green regions are favorable

for twin formation while in the red regions the shear stress has the wrong sign. Ob-

served variants are shown by white hash marks while others are shown in blak. All

results are omputed on a voxel-by-voxel basis. (a) Shmid fators omputed from

the orientations in state S0; here, grain orientations are highly uniform so all voxels

for a given grain yield essentially the same values. (b) Shmid fators omputed from

parent orientations in state S2 showing that deformation indued rotations and intra-

granular orientation variations do not strongly re-order the variants. () Resolved

shear stresses in MPa obtained from a polyrystal elastiity omputation based on

the struture of S0. Inhomogeneous stresses again do not dramatially re-order the

variants.

been performed but these lak neighborhood information below the surfae, and the

in�uene of the free surfae on the transformation is unlear. Even dynamial ex-

periments have been performed whih allow the mirostruture to evolve, but again

EBSD an only apture the surfae dynamis whih ould be very di�erent from

bulk response [76℄. A reent hard X-ray measurement observed a twinning event

that ourred inside of a bulk Mg sample, but did not resolve the mirostrutural

neighborhood of the grain [77℄.

Moreover we observe oordinated deformation in numerous ases where the twins

are large enough to produe observable e�ets in their neighbors. For example, on-

sider grain 11 in Table 3.4 whose neighborhood is shown in Fig. 3.30. The maroon

twin of interest appears geometrially oupled, in three dimensions, to a rotated re-

gion of a neighbor. The small angle boundary planes in the neighbor are roughly

o-planar with the twin boundary plane in the entral region of the twin seen in ()

- (g) and they extend aross the entire neighbor. Note that, while the grains in Fig.

3.30 are neighbors in real spae, their orrelated features emerge from ompletely dis-

tint sets of observed di�ration signals. To test for e�ets due to a single neighbor

grain, analysis similar to that of Wang et al. [78℄ was performed by omputing the

geometri ompatibility fator [79℄ between the ative twin variant system and eah

of the possible slip modes in the orrelated neighbor. A maximum value of 0.463 was
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found indiating that this desriptor is also unable to fully apture the neighbor's

in�uene on twin nuleation. A seond example showing similar behavior is shown in

[74℄.

Lattie ompatibility alulations use the method shown in [78℄. Given the variant

that was seleted in grain 11, the Luster-Morris parameter was omputed for the pris-

mati ({101̄0}<112̄0>), basal({0001}<112̄0>), and pyramidal<a>({101̄1}<112̄0>)
slip modes in all of its neighbors. For the neighbor referened in Fig. 3.30 as having

roughly oplanar low-angle grain boundaries to the maroon variant twin plane, the

highest m

′
values were 0.416, 0.204, and 0.463, respetively for these sets of slip sys-

tems. None of these values are partiular high sine this indiator metri ranges from

0 to 1 with 1 being total alignment of the slip system from grain A with the twin

system from grain B. For the other 18 neighbors, the highest m

′
values were 0.877,

0.531, and 0.868; however, none of these high ompatibility neighbors are in ontat

with the twinned region.

3.13.1 Twin growth
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Figure 3.34: Surfae area of the 14 traked twins in S2 plotted against the seleted

and maximum Shmid fator variant.

3.13.2 Twinning disussion

Clearly, the urrent indiators for prediting twin ativation (Shmid fator, elasti

RSS, and single neighbor slip ompatibility) do not perform adequately in ases where

orientations are not favorable for twinning, i.e., low Shmid fator ases. It has been

shown through urrent and former studies [75℄ that lower ranked variants are favored

in this on�guration, and we show that oupled deformation is observed in neighbors

with low ompatibility. This oupled deformation indiates that multiple neighbor
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interations need to be inluded in models of twin formation. We hypothesize that

omplete understanding will require the development and analysis of fully-oupled

elasto-plasti full-�eld models that inlude slip-indued twinning and oupled plasti

responses.

The nf-HEDM measurements presented here demonstrate the ability to trak de-

formation and twin development in-situ and in three dimensions as tensile strain

is applied to an initially well ordered Zr speimen. The results re-emphasize the

need for suh measurements sine they indiate omplex interations in entire grain

neighborhoods. Coupling these measurements with spatially resolved strain measure-

ments as reently proposed in [53℄ or with far-�eld HEDM [80, 81, 82, 83℄ will o�er

a omplete meso-sale haraterization that an guide model development. Deter-

mining the in�uene of loal mirostruture on twinning is essential for predition of

overall material performane but it is only one example of the appliation of new non-

destrutive X-ray probes that an further our understanding of appliation ritial

materials responses.

3.14 Void formation

Finally, using the information in the tomographi reonstrutions (setion 3.10 and

�gure 3.21(b)), we an attempt to trak loations of voids in the �nal S9 state bak

to earlier states in whih HEDM reonstrutions are possible. One an then look for

orrelations between void loations and various mirostrutural features; for example,

spei� grain orientations, grain boundary types, triple lines, or quadruple points.

Preliminary analysis is presented here.

One the layers of tomography have been aligned vertially, it beomes lear that

the in-plane shape of the sample has drastially hanged between the initial state and

the �nal state. The overall trapezoidal ross-setional shape of the sample remains

the same but beomes ompressed. To ahieve estimates of loations in the initial ori-

entation maps when voids will later our, the tomography slies for a given mathed

ross-setion are resaled suh that peak in the two absoption oe�ient values are

set to -1 and +1 for onsistent thresholding. A onvex hull on the sample perimeter

is then de�ned from a binary thresholding of the image; this hull will provide the

shape traking bak to the initial states. The outside of the sample is then �ooded

to math the binary values of the materials (1). The remaining pixels (voids) are run

through a onneted omponent analysis to de�ne olletions of onneted pixels as a

single void. These voids are loated in the S9 state by their boundary pixel positions

and void ID.

The onvex hull from the tomography is then de�ned for all layers of tomography

S0 through S9. An a�ne transformation is then determined between S9 and S8, whih

is then used to transform the voids to their estimated position ins S8. This proess is

repeated when going from S8 to S7, and so on. The iterative proess proeeds until

voids are traked bak to S0. The onvex hull of the traked layers through states is
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seen in �gure 3.21. Result of this bak-traking an be seen in �gure 3.35.
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Figure 3.35: Two examples of void identi�ation near the enter of the tensile sample

and traking bak to the states S0 and S2. (a) and (e) are tomography reonstrutions

for pixel rows 1530 and 1590 in S9, respetively. (b) and (f) are the orientation maps

in S2 orresponding to (a) and (e) with transformed voids outlined in red. () and

(g) are the on�dene maps in S2. (d) and (h) are the orientation maps in S0.

One of the initial goals of this experiment was to pin-point where failure in dutile

materials begin by omparing the ineption of voids with respet to their plaement

in the mirostruture. It appears that some of the larger voids are spatially nearer

to regions where larger twins have formed. Whether the elevated stress state in

parent grains that annot be onverted into larger twin volume fration leads to void

formation or the twin formation is a onsequene of stress onentration in those

regions annot be determined from this experiment. These preliminary results do

suggest a relationship between polyrystal failure and tensile twin formation in HCP

zironium.

3.15 Future work

There still exists onsiderable work that ould be performed on the urrent experimen-

tal data to understand the grain deformation mehanis. The most straightforward

would involve a rystal plastiity deformation simulation whih inorporates the full

geometry of the grains in the mirostruture. This ould be performed through vp-

FFT or CP-FEM. This would enable one to searh for stress "hot spots" that might
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orrelate with unexpeted twin formation or void formation. The rystal plastiity

simulation would also a�ord diret point-by-point omparison of simulated slip ativ-

ity ompared with experimental slip ativity seen through CRA analysis. Further, a

higher resolution reonstrution to the S3 state would allow the study of twin growth.

Also, given the regular polygonal shapes

These results represent some observations on the deformation mehanisms of this

partiularly textured sample of zironium from initially undeformed state to a later

largely deformed state with no intermediate measurement. This study represents a

single data point in a vast spae of sample proessing (sample material, texture, strain

steps, et). Future studies should involve multiple samples with varied initial textures.

Eah of these proposed measurements should be performed with larger volumes and

through smaller strain steps to better math step-by-step with oupled simulations.

This will serve to validate and onstrain simulations. Experimentally resolved grain

stresses should also be inorporated into future measurement through either nf-HEDM

strain �tting or ombined measurement with far-�eld HEDM (�-HEDM).

While these suggestions appear unrealisti given usual experiment beam time on-

straints, urrent improvements at the nf-HEDM setup at APS-1ID-B and APS-1ID-E

are being made to inrease data olletion speed by orders of magnitude. Combined

nf-HEDM and �-HEDM experiments have already been suessfully performed by Air

Fore Researh Laboratory (AFRL) led group (inluding AFRL, APS, CMU, LLNL)

within the past year. The inorporation of ontinuous sweep data olletion has al-

ready been implemented whih has lead to a 2x speedup. Proposed multi-sintillator

sreen and muti-detetor systems would reate another 2x speedup. Planned APS

upgrade inludes the installation of a superonduting undulator at 1-ID whih will

inrease the photon �ux by 10x or more. Another part of the APS upgrade involves

the inrease in eletron beam urrent from 100mA to 200mA will also lead to 2x

inreased photon generation. These urrent and soon-to-be realized improvements

will drastially inrease the output potential of measurement volumes with nf-HEDM

making a detailed database of mirostrutures possible.

3.16 Conlusion and Disussion

In this hapter, preparation for an in-situ miro uni-axial tensile experiment on poly-

rystalline zironium was disussed and results are presented. The development of

the nf-HEDM ompatible tensile apparatus was desribed. The experimental proee-

dure was detailed as well some analysis required to redue the mirostruture data

into manageable form. Coarse grain statistis were presented as well as initial texture

measurement.

The remainder involved desribing the evolution of the mirostruture and shape

of the tensile sample. The sample response was ompared against expeted phe-

nomenology and against both omputation simulations and expeted single rystal

behavior. Experimentally measured grain rotation was ompared with a mean-�eld
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plastiity model resulting in limited orrespondene. An elasti simulation was pre-

sented involving the full geometry of the mirostruture whih was hoped to provide

aurate stress states in eah grain that varied from the marosopi stress state.

The simulated stress would explain unexpeted phenomena later desribed in the

twinning setion. Strain evolution through tomographi data was analyzed and the

sample shape hange development was interpreted as a onsequene of initial texture.

Deformation of the sample was desribed by evidene for slip ativation, twin

nuleation, and void formation. The ative slip systems in HCP zironium were pre-

sented, as well as evidene for slip bands in the FMM reonstrution, and onsistent

overall grain rotation of the sample due to expeted slip. Twin nuleation was also

observed with onsistent shape and rystallography. The twin variants observed were

ompared against a simple Shmid fator approah, resolved shear-stresses from the

elasti simulation, and omparison with a neighbor indued nuleation theory. In

many of these ases, none of these explanations were su�ient to explain why the

variants that formed did so. Finally, initial attempts were made to bak-trak voids

found through tomography in later strain states to their plaement in the initial

unstrained mirostruture. There appears to be some orrespondene between loa-

tion of large voids and twins. Ideas for future work with this dataset and proposed

experiments were made.

The results presented here represent the �rst attempt at studies of polyrystalline

HCP metals using nf-HEDM. A onsiderable amount of experimental and omputa-

tional development was required to get this far in the mirostrutural analysis. More-

over, the lak of textbook problem/solutions, general rules of thumb, and desribed

intuition that exist for f systems required hard fought solutions to be generated,

rules of thumb produed, and intuition gained through muh investigation. This was

even further ompliated by the fat that the system did not always behave the way

one might expet it to, and this required muh thought and reoniliation with those

fats. The single diretion ompression shape hange of the sample, for example, was

a fat that mysti�ed the author for quite a while. At this point, a body of knowledge

as well as ode has been developed that allows for interpretation and data mining of

HCP mirostrutures at an equal level available for FCC mirostrutures.

The dearth of mehanial studies in HCP metals is most likely related to their

anisotropy and sarity. The somewhat unpreditable response of hexagonals is one

reason for their limited use today. Only with advaned understanding and researh

in their omplex response to applied stresses at the mesosale will their anisotropy

be seen as an engineering advantage. Unfortunately the lak of on�dene in mod-

eling their response is urrently seen as a liability. The ability to develop so-alled

�next generation �materials requires them to have unique properties that an be utilized

when properly understood. For strutural/mehanial materials, this will almost def-

initely require them to be lower-symmetry metals. Further e�orts in understanding

other HCP metals, suh as titanium and magnesium, are already urrently underway.

Building reliable preditive models will require experimental validation with full har-
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aterization in the form of variables the simulation an ompare against, i.e. loal

lattie information, stress tensor, grain boundary plane inlination, shape hange,

et. Only through further study of an the underlying mehanism of deformation in

the bulk of polyrystalline HCP metals understood.
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Chapter 4

Conlusion

The following �nal pages are meant to summarize the main results presented here

and give an outlook on future researh.

4.1 Reap & interpretation

Chapter 2 introdued the importane of image proessing to the nf-HEDM data

pipeline. The need for stable, robust signal extration was argued. The original

image proessing algorithm applied to these di�ration images was presented and

examples shown for lari�ation. Its reent short-omings were revealed through the

development and testing of the whole nf-HEDM tehnique by looking at varied types

of mirostrutures (�ne-grained, larger volumes, plastially deformed, et). Given

the image proessing is the �rst level of data proessing in the pipeline, the types of

errors and how they might a�et the outome from the FMM was disussed. The

requirements for a new approah to data proessing was listed, and the Laplaian of

Gaussians (LoG) zero-ross edge detetion algorithm was o�ered an algorithm that

ould ful�ll those requirements. Its implementation was desribed in detail, and the

remaining parts of the hapter presented the di�erenes between the two methods in

signal extration and its result on FMM reonstrution. The stability of peak extra-

tion versus redution parameter was shown. Comparison of the results for a single

image was presented to see the di�erene in output between the two algorithms. This

is done to appeal to the human eye and brain whih are extremely good at segmenting

visual information. A 1D illustration of the LoG algorithm was given for demonstra-

tion. Through a series of FMM mirostruture omparisons, it is shown that for the

LoG method applied to the FMM, 1) grain boundary sensitivity is improved, 2) re-

onstrutability of deformed mirostrutures inreases, 3) the shapes of boundaries

math physial expetation better, 4) there is evidene for improved spatial resolu-

tion, 5) the orientation resolution in �ner, and 6) the variability in reonstrution as

redution parameters is greatly redued. This hapter presents a signi�ant improve-

ment of the nf-HEDM tehnique by examining and on�rming the improved �delity
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of FMM results when stable peak information is provided by the LoG method of data

redution.

The next hapter (3), presented the results from the �rst in-situ plasti strain mea-

surement of an HCP metal (zironium) using nf-HEDM. Its main signatures of plasti

deformation, slipping and tensile twinning, were ompared against both simulations

and single rystal behavior. Moderate agreement existed in the ase of slip, but the

previously proposed mehanism for tensile twinning did not math the experimental

results. Development of the experimental apparatus and sample preparation was pre-

sented. Software required for traking the mirostruture features aross strain states

in a meaningful way was explained. Texture haraterization on�rmed the rolling

texture of the sample, and shape hange as seen through absorption tomography of

the gauge setion witness the ompression of the sample most likely due to heavy

prismati slip ativation. Lattie rotations due to slip is disussed and its omparison

made with the VPSC simulation. An example of the ability to resolve prismati slip

bands was shown. Observation of multiple bulk tensile twinning events is harater-

ized. Finally an attempt is made to trak voids found in later strain states via x-ray

absoption tomography to the initial measured mirostruture in S0�S3.

This thesis represents both the advanement of the nf-HEDM tehnique and de-

tailed haraterization of plasti deformation using it. The image proessing hapter

was ompletely neessary for observations obtained in the zironium deformation

hapter. Both appealed to physially relevant phenomena to reassure that results

from software and experiment were in good agreement with expeted physial phe-

nomena (Σ3 boundaries, slip band shape and rotation axis, tensile twin boundaries).

This thesis represents pushing of the boundary of the tehnique both in resolution

(hapter 2)and in sienti� sope (hapter 3).

4.2 Future Outlook

As further experiments suh as these beome more ommonplae, many questions

still remain. One involves how the tehnique needs to evolve further. Another would

be what sienti� boundaries an be pushed urrently and in the future.

On the issue of tehnique development, in the near future, mm3
volumes of bulk

mirostrutures will be able to to be mapped routinely in a semi-automated way. The

nf-HEDM tehnique will serve as a sienti� tool of disovery for researhers requiring

studies of bulk dynamis. Integration of nf-HEDM with �-HEDM is urrently un-

derway to infuse spatially resolved orientations with grain-average stress information.

Further, experiments are being performed to attempt to inorporate spatially resolved

strain information from nf-HEDMmeasurements diretly. Hardware upgrades at APS

will improve spatial resolution of the tehnique and also inrease volume sizes that

an be probed. Fusion with tomographi and potentially phase-ontrast tomography

ould add even further layers of haraterization to measured samples.

The other main question revolves around what important sienti� results an be
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obtained. Inreases in experimental data olletion will either lead to being over-

whelmed in data or development of reduing mirostrutures to meaningful represen-

tative forms for omparison. The inorporation of stress information into the spatially

resolved mirostruture will allow for unpreedented statistis to be ompiled on bulk

twin nuleation, for instane. Full plastiity, either FFT or FEM, models will be

able to be heked step-by-step in 3D during deformation experiments. This will lead

to diret validation of models, invalidation of models, or eluidate hanges that are

required. Crak initiation or void formation will be preditable events, and metal

proessing methods will be developed to minimize mirostrutures with less desirable

weak links.

Until a omplete researh enter is reated to advane this type of materials har-

aterization, it will be neessary for students in the future to be pushing both bound-

aries, experimental tehnique and mirostruture sienti� exploration. Appreiation

for having a sienti� result in ontext is just as neessary as understanding the limit

of the experiment tehnique. If these two omponents beome separated, the entire

endeavor will be lost in a sea of misunderstanding. If dual ore expertise ontinues,

new siene will be unloked.
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